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ABSTRACT

Third generation cellular communication systems based on CDMA techniques have shown

great scope for improvement in system capacity. Over the last decade, there has been

significant interest in DS-CDMA detectors. The conventional detector, the optimal detector

and a number of sub-optimal multi-user detectors (MUD) have been extensively analyzed in

the literature. Recently, the reduction of power consumption in DS-CDMA systems has also

become another important consideration in both system design and in implementation. In

order to support wireless multimedia services, all CDMA-based systems for third generation

systems have a large bandwidth and a high data rate, therefore the power consumed by the

digital signal processor (DSP) is high. This thesis focuses on power consumption in the

adaptive Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) detector which is based on the Least Mean

Square (LMS) algorithm.

This thesis presents a literature survey on MUD and adaptive filter algorithms. A system

model of the quantized LMS-MMSE MUD is proposed and its performance is analyzed.

The quantization effects in the finite precision LMS-MMSE adaptive MUD including the

steady-state weight covariance, mean square error (MSE) and bit error rate (BER) versus

wordlength of data and coefficient are investigated when both the data and filter coefficients

are quantized. The effects of wordlength size on power consumption are investigated and the

tradeoff between the power consumption and performance degradation and the optimal

allocation of bits to data and to LMS coefficients under power constraint is presented.
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(A2)

Appendix A:

Coefficients error covariance matrix of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE Multiuser detector.

The derivation is based on the nonlinear technique that is presented in [63] to provide the

more accurate predictions. The coefficients error covariance matrix is given as:

M W +1) =MW) +E{n(p)Qe{[/le'(p))(r(p) +<p(p))T (p)/n(p)}

+ E[QC<[,ue'(p ))(r(p) + tp(p )) }nT(p)/ n(p)) (AI)

+ E[Qe{[,u2e'2(p))(r(p) + tp(p ))(r(p) + tp(p /)} / n(p))

It would be desirable to apply the analysis directly to above equations. However, it is not

possible to obtained analytical expressions for expectations of nonlinear functions of

nonlinear foundations. Therefore, Bermudez and Bershad have made an approximation of a

stochastic recursion with one less quantizer [63], and have proved that the asymptotic

behaviors are identical and the transient behaviors are very similar. According to this,

equation (AI) can be approximated as:

M w +l ) = MW) + E {QJ/le(p))r(p)n(p) / n(p)}

+ E {QJ,ue(p))r(p)nT(p) / n(p)}

+ E {QJ,u2e,2(p ))[r(p)r(p)T]} / n(p))

To determine a recursive equation for MW)' the conditional expectations in (A2) are

evaluated and then averaged over n(p). In performing the expectations, the moments of

order greater than two are neglected. With the approximations [63]:

Mh(p+l) = MW) + /lE[E[Qe'[/le(p))/n(p)]]E[tz(p)ll (p))Rr

+ ,uE[E[Qe'[,ue(p))/ n(p)]]E[n(p)nT(p ))R r

+ E[E[Qe
2[,ue(p))/n(p)))R

r

A-I

(A3)



Firstly, in order to evaluated the first two terms in (A3), Q'[y] is determined. As shown in
I

Fig. AI:

Q'[y] = u(- y -~) + ~8 ( y + ~ )

+~6(Y- ~ )+U(y-~)
(A4)

Where u(*) and 8 (*) are the unit step and Dirac delta functions [78] , respectively. For y is

a zero mean Gaussian input variable:

y '

E[Q'[y]] = ~ (Q'[y]e- zo;dy
u y 2;r

Then substituting (A4) into (A S) with y = Ile(p) , conditioned onn(p) , yields:

- 6 '

E[Q'[,ue(p )]In(p )]=1 +~~eSP'5;'~( p ) - erf(~ )
;r ,uE:cl"(p) 26&I'/(p)

Then, the first two terms can be written as:

E[E[Q'[,ue(p)] In(p )]]E[n(p )nT(p )]R
r

= E[Q'[,ue(p )]E[tz(p)nT(p)]Rr

[

-6' ]2 ~ --;-"-;- ~= 1+ f2_ceSp'5,' - erf( ~) E[n(p )nT(p)]R
r\j; ,l1l:c ,,2,uE:c

where el/(x) =~re-t
' dt .

n

Now, to evaluate the last term in (A3), fIrst define (Fig AI):

Q2 [Y] =YZU(_y _M+ ~ZU(_y _ ~ ) _ ~Zu(_y _ ~)

+~zu(y _ ~ )_ ~Zu(y_~) + yZu (y _~)

With zero-mean Gaussian y = J.!e(p) conditioned on n(p). Then:

A-2

(AS)

(A6)

(A7)

(A8)

(A9)



Again approximating E eIT1(p ) by its mean to averaging (A9) over h(p) yields:

(AlO)

Therefore, from (A7) and (A9), the expression of the coefficients error covariance matrix is

obtained. This is given by (3.80).

••••

Figure At. Quantizer model.

2~

A-3
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Appendix B:

BER of the finite precision LMS-MMSE detector

The BER is calculated by the error function Q :

00 I (2G
Q(x)= !&exp -~ rfl. .

The received signal of the detector is:

r=SCAb+n.

(BI)

(B2)

The quantized received signal r ' pass through the adaptive filter with quantized filter

coefficients w'k.l (p) , which the optimal coefficients is (see chapter 3):

(B3)

then the output is:

(B4)

From figure 3.3, the decision variable of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD for all the

paths can be written as:

Zlk./P) = QAZk.l(P)]

=QtI [e'k,! (p)Y\,1 (p)]

=Q,{e'k,! (p )QtI [w'\, (p)r '])

(B5)

By using the relations defined in equation 3.49 that the quantized value can be treated as the

original plus the quantization noise. Therefore, in the steady state, the decision variable for the

k rh user and [rh path of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD z 'k.! (p) can be mathematically

written as (condition on b = 1):

B-1



z\,/(p) =Ck,/(p)(SCA)WTk,/(Opt)+Ck,/(p)nwTk,/(Opt)

+CkJ(p)(SC~.)1{k,/ (p) + Ck,/ (p )n1'/k,/ (p)

+ Ck./ (p)<P k.l(p )WTk,/(Opt)+ Ck./ (p)<P k./(p )1'/k,/ (p)

+ Ck,/(p)Kk,/(p) +(SCA)WTk ,/(OPt)~k '/(P) +~kip)nwTk./(opt) . (B6)

+ rPk,/ (p )(SCA)1{k,/ (p) + rPk,/(p )n1'/ k,/(p)

+ rPk./ (p )CfJk./ (p )WTk,/ (Opt)+ rPk./ (p )CfJk./ (p )1'/k./(p)

+ rPk,/ (p )Kk./ (p) + [}k./(p) .

It should be noted that all the noise in (B6) are zero mean and uncorrelated each other. Also, all

the quantization noise is independent of the corresponding input. Consequently, all the terms

in (B6) are uncorrelated each other, and all the terms that consist of noise are zero mean .

Therefore, the mean value of the decision variable is:

Z 'k,/(P) = E[ z' kJ (p) Ib = 1]

=ck/(p)SCAwk/( opt) ,. .

and the variance of the decision variable is:

Insert the equation (B7) into (B8), yields:

0:, =E[(z'u (p) - ckJ (p )SCAw\ /(opt» 21b =1].

(B7)

(B8)

(B9)

Then, insert equation (B6) into (B9) the variance of the decision variable is given by:

0,2, = E[CkJ(P)OWTkJ(Opt)

+ck,/(p )(SCA )t/kip ) +ck./(p )ot/ kJ (p )

+ ck,/(P) ([Jk,/(P)WTk,/(Opt ) + cki p )([Jk '/(P)t/ki p)

+ ck i p)KkJ(p) + (SCA)WTk,/(Opt)(Aip) + (A,/(P )OWTk./(Opt) . (BlO)

+ ~k ,/ (p)(SCA)t/k'/ (P) +~k,/(P)Ot/k'/ (P)

+ (Aip )([Jk./ (p )w
T
u (opt) + rPkip)([Jk,/(p )t/k,/(P )

+ rPk./(p )Kk,/ (p) + .9k,/(p ) 1
2 b = 1]

It should be noted that in equation (BlO), all the terms are zero mean. It presents no cross

product. Also, all the quantization noises ~kip), Kkip), <j)kip) , Sk,/(P) are independent

of its corresponding input of quantizers and each other, therefore , all the terms in equation

are independent of each other. All the quantization noises are defined as follow (chapter 3):

B-2



C'k.,(p) =Ck,l (p) +~kip)

r '(p ) = r (p) + qJkI (p)

Y' k,{ (p) = h, (p) +«., (p)

z'kip ) = Z'k,l(P) +Sk,l(P )

w'ki p) = Wk,l(opt) + tz k.,(p)

The following table gives the variances of each term:

(Bll)

Mean Variance

ck,/ (p )nwTk./ (op t ) 0 ck./ (p )cTk.l (p )wk.l(opt )w
T

k./ (opt)o,;

ck./(p )(SCA)tz\, (p) 0 ck./ (p )CTk,l(p )(SCA)(SCAr l E[tzkip )t{ k,l(P)]

Ck,(p )ntzT
k,(p ) 0 T ' T

c k./ (p)c k,l(p)o ,;E[tzk./ (p)tz ki p )]. .

Ck,{ (p )<P k.I (p )wTk,l (opt) 0 ck./ (p )cT
k./(p )wk,l(opt)w

T
k./ (opt)O';

ck,{ (p)<P k,{ (p )tzTk,l (p) 0 T O' Tck./(p)c k,{ (p ) li E[tz ki p )tz k,l (P)]

ckip)Kkip) 0 ck.l (p )c
T

k./(p )O17

(SCA)wTk,/ (Opt)~k'/ (p) 0 wk,/(opt)wTk,/(opt)(SCA)(SCArls,7

~kip)nw\, (opt ) 0 ( T 2 'wk,l opt)w k,/ (opt )ollo,i

~k ,/(P )(SCA)tz\,(p) 0 (SCA)(SCAr l E[tzk,/(p)tz
T
kip)]0 ,7

~k,{ (p )ntz
T

k,/ (p) 0 t/ 2 'E[tzk,/(p) I k'/ (P)]<\ O,i

~k ., (p)<p k.I (p )wT
k.I (opt) 0 wk,/ (OPt)WTk.l(Opt)[) ,70';

~k.I (p )<Pk,/(p )tzTk,/ (p ) 0 E[tzk,/ (p )tzTk,/(p)]8,7017

<Pk,/(P)Kk,/(P) 0 [) 2[) 2
tI d

Sk,/(P) 0 02

"

. Table Bl. The variances of each term in equation (BIO).

Recalling the equation (3.74) in chapter 3:

M"{fl ) =E[tzk,l(p)tzTk,l (p)] ,
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The total variance of the decision variable is given as:

0;. = ck/p)c\ ,(p){M,,(I' )[(SCA)(SCA r' + o ,~ +O ,~ ]

+Wk ,l(Opt )WTk,l (OPt)[8,~ + 8}] + 8,~}

+ M ,,( l' ) [8} (SCA)(SCAr' + 8}8,~ + 8(~8(~ ]

+8(~ {Wk,l(Opt)wTk,/(op t) [(SCA)(SCAr' + 8(~ + 8,~ ] + 8(~}

+0 2

"

(BB)

Thus the signal-to-interference ratio of the decision variable is given by the following

expression:

(B14)

Finally the expression for the bit error rate of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is given

by the following expression:

BER= Q{SNR }

= Q{Z\ ,1<;)2} .
oz,
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Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction

Introduction

Cellular mobile communication systems are one of the fastest growmg areas m digital

wireless communications today. The earliest cellular communication systems include the

Total Access Communication System (TACS) in the United Kingdom, Nordic Mobile

Telephone (NMT) and the Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS). The common feature

of these communication systems is that they employ analog technology, and are called first

generation systems. The most fatal disadvantage of first generation systems is that they only

covered a small percentage of the service area, therefore the systems capacity is small,

beside this, the power consumption in the mobile terminals is high.

Second generation cellular communication systems have thus been developed based on

digital technology. The standards for the second cellular generation system include:

• Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) (Europe, Africa & Asia)

• The IS-54 and IS-95 (United States)

• Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) (Japan)

The main disadvantage of second generation cellular communication systems is that they

only offer voice and SMS services, thus they obviously can not satisfy the requirements of

future mobile communication systems. Future mobile communication systems (third

generation) have to have:

• High flexibility

• Large system capacity
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• Low power consumption

• Easy implementation
I

• Multi service

• Multi QoS

Introduction

The spread spectrum code division multiple access (COMA) scheme is playing a vital role in

third generation communication systems (3G).

1.2 Code Division Multiple Access System

The wideband COMA that forms the basis of (Universal Mobile Telecommunication

System) UMTS 3G networks was developed originally by Qualcomm. COMA is

characterized by high capacity and small cell radius , employing spread-spectrum technology

and a special coding scheme. COMA was adopted by the Telecommunications Industry

Association (TIA) in 1993. In May 2001 there were 35 million subscribers on COMA

systems worldwide and over 35 countries have either commercial or trial activity

ongoing. There are already 43 Wireless Local Loop (WLL) systems in 22 countries using

COMA technology, whilst worldwide resources are being devoted to roll out third

generation COMA technology, including Multi-Carrier (cdma2000 1xMC and HOR in 1.25

MHz bandwidth), and 3xMC in 5 MHz.

COMA is a multiple access scheme, where users transmit their information using the entire

allocated bandwidth simultaneously, with their signals modulated by a unique spread

sequence. The spread spectrum COMA system has several attractive features when

compared to other multiple access systems:

• All the COMA users use the same frequency, therefore, the frequency reuse factor is 1.

• The COMA receivers are able to exploit the multipath fading by the use of the Rake

receiver.

• All the spread signal of the COMA system has low power level therefore it has a low

probability of being intercepted.

• All the COMA mobile terminals and base stations are on the same frequency, therefore it

is easy to handoffbetween the different base stations.
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Like the second generation communication systems, CDMA systems also have their

disadvantages. One of the major drawbacks of a CDMA system is the near-far problem,

where the signal from a user with weak transmitted power is overwhelmed by a user with a

strong transmitted power. The traditional way of minimizing the near-far problem is by the

use of power control, making the received signal from different users arrive at the receiver

with equal power levels.

Another major drawback of the CDMA system is called multiple access interference (MAl).

MAl is always present when the cross-correlation matrix ofthe users' spreading sequences is

not zero. The conventional way to mitigate MAl is through the design of spreading

sequences with good cross-correlation properties, ideally, if the spreading sequences were all

orthogonal, then the MAl will be completely removed. However, it is obviously impossible

to design spreading sequences that maintain orthogonality over all possible delays since the

channels contain some degree of asynchronism.

The technical solution of the near-far problem and MAl is the use of a multiuser detector

(MUD), which was first proposed in 1986 by Verdu. This had a significant impact in the

area of spread spectrum, since following his work many MUDS for CDMA system were

proposed. Here, information about multiple users is used jointly to better detect each

individual user. The utilization of multi-user detection algorithms has the potential to provide

significant additional benefits for a DS-CDMA system. However, an optimal multiuser

detector has been shown to have a complexity that is exponential in terms of the number of

users, therefore, a number of sub-optimal multi-user detectors have been developed. There

are two main classes of sub-optimal multi-user detectors: linear multi-user detectors and

subtractive interference cancellation multi-user detectors.

One of the most popular sub-optimal multi-user detector is the Linear Minimum Mean

Square (MMSE) multi-user detector [47]. The standard approach of this detector is to

minimize the mean square error between the training data and filter output. The inversion of

a matrix is needed to compute the optimal filter coefficients, and this operation greatly

increases the complexity of computation. Thus, the adaptive MMSE multi-user detector has

been developed. The adaptive implementation of the MMSE detector greatly reduces the

computational requirements of the MMSE detector, since the matrix inversion in the

computation of the optimal coefficients can be avoided.
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The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm is one of the most commonly used adaptive

algorithms. However, the implementation of this algorithm in hardware needs the use of

finite number of bits. The finite precision LMS-MMSE detector can be viewed as an infinite

precision LMS-MMSE detector implemented with the insertion of quantizers in the data path

and in the detector coefficients path. In addition, the finite precision implementation of the

detector can effectively reduce the power consumption in the detector, this is significant

since low power implementation has become an important aspect in communication systems.

1.3 Motivations and Original Contribution

As power consumption m CDMA systems has become an important aspect, and the

implementation in hardware requires finite wordlengths, there is a need for the finite

precision implementation of the adaptive LMS-MMSE detector. However, the finite

precision implementation of the LMS-MMSE detector can also degrade the performance of

the system. Several publications have discussed the tradeoff between power consumption

and performance in a simple LMS algorithm, however, no work has been done in

determining the tradeoff between power consumption and performance in the finite precision

LMS-MMSE detector. The focus of this dissertation is on the analysis of the finite precision

effects and the power consumption in the LMS-MMSE detector. In addition to this, the

relationship between power consumption and performance in the finite precision LMS

MMSE detector is also presented.

The original contributions made in this dissertation are as follows:

•

•

•

The analysis of quantization effects in the fmite precision chip-spaced (CS) LMS

MMSE detector. (Chapter 3).

The convergence analysis of the finite precision fractionally spaced (FS) LMS-MMSE

detector. (Chapter 5).

An analysis of the tradeoff between power consumption and performance in the finite

precision LMS-MMSE detector. (Chapter 4)

The following publication has been published:
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Wang Q Sand F. Takawira " Quantization Effects in Adaptive LMS-MMSE Multi-User

Detector". SATNAC 2001, pp. 198-201, Wild Coast Sun, KwaZulu Natal, South Africa.

(2001) [Conference proceedings}

1.4 Dissertation Outline

This chapter has given an overview of digital wireless communication systems and of

CDMA systems. The motivation and original contributions of this research are also

presented. In Chapter 2, the DS-CDMA system used in this dissertation is given. In addition

to this, Chapter 2 presents an overview of DS-CDMA detectors in both the fading and non

fading channel. These are the conventional detector, the optimalmultiuse detector, linear and

non-linear multiuser detectors, blind adaptive multiuser detector and training-based adaptive

multiuser detectors.

Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the quantization effects in the finite precision LMS-MMSE

detector. The system model of the finite precision LMS-MMSE detector with the sampling

rate equal to the chip rate is given. The analysis in this chapter includes 1) the mean

coefficients error, 2) mean coefficients error covariance matrix, 3) the mean square error and

4) the bit error rate. Computer simulation results are presented alongside the analysis results

to verify the validity of the analysis.

Chapter 4 presents the power consumption of the finite precision LMS-MMSE detector.

Following this, the tradeoff between the power consumption and performance of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE detector is analyzed.

In Chapter 5, the convergence behavior of the finite precision LMS-MMSE detector is

investigated when the sampling rate is much higher than the chip rate. The mean coefficient

error covariance matrix and mean square error are also presented in this chapter. Finally,

Chapter 6 presents conclusions of this dissertation and further work is suggested.
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Chapter 2

Multiuser Detectors

Multiuser detection

Although multiuser detection is expected to play a major role in enabling high performance

adaptive receivers for next-generation wireless applications, most existing systems do not yet

incorporate these advanced techniques. Three primary explanations are offered for this

present situation [1]:

1) Developments in the field are relatively recent in origin.

2) Questions persist about the complexity of multiuser algorithms.

3) Low power implementations have only recently become feasible .

This chapter reviews the literature in single-user detection and multiuser detection. Multiuser

detection is the basis for the system design and analysis presented in subsequent chapters.

There are two important classes of multiuser detectors described, both of which achieve

significant performance gains over conventional, single-user detection.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the signal model that will be used

in this chapter. Section 2.3 is a review of the conventional detector. Following this, Section

2.4 presents the linear and non-linear multiuser detectors (MUD) in a non-fading channel,

whilst Section 2.5 presents the MUD in fading channels. Section 2.6 is a review of the

adaptive MUD. Finally Section 2.7 concludes this chapter.
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2.2 DS-CDMA Signal model

Multiuser detection

A standard asynchronous DS-CDMA system model with K users and L propagation paths

will be considered. Fig. 2.1 is the block diagram of a DS-CDMA system. The modulation

scheme used is BPSK with bit duration T and chip duration T, =T / N , where N is an

integer called the processing gain. Each user k E {I,..., K} is assigned a discrete-time

signature waveform Sk[t] that has unit energy . Independent, binary antipodal data streams

bk ={- I,+I} modulate these signature waveforms. The spread data streams can be

mathematically written as:

P-I

x(t) =Ibk(p) Sk(t- pT) ,
p ; o

(2.1)

where P denotes the total number of symbols transmitted by each user. The spread data

streams are then converted to a higher frequency by multiplying them with a carrier. Thus

the transmitted signal for the k th user is given by:

P- l

x(t) =I Akbk(P)Sk(t - pT)cos(2n fJ) ,
p ;O

where Ak denote the amplitude of the k" user's carrier frequency .

(2.2)

The received baseband signal at the receiver is a sum of all users ' baseband signals, plus an

addit ive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The received signal r(t) can be expressed as

follows:

P- I K L

r(t) =I I I Akbk(p )Sk (t - pT -'t k.t )ck.t(t) + n(t) ,
p ;O k ; ! 1; 1

(2.3)

where r k.t represents the propagation delay, and ck,l(t) is the channel fading coefficients.

n(t) is the complex zero mean additive white Guassian noise , with a two-sided power

spectral density of N o / 2 W/Hz.

The received signal is sampled at a rate of 1/1;. The sampling rate may be greater or equal

to the chip rate, and the received discrete-time signal can be obtained and written in matrix

form as follows [2]:
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r=SCAb+n,

Multiuser detection

(2.4)

where the matrices and vector used in equation (2.4) are defined as follows:

• r=[rT(0), ...,rT(P-1)] is the input sample vector,

r T(p) = [reI; (pSN + 1)),...,r(I; (pSN + SN))], where S is the number of

samples per chip, and N the number of chips per symbol.

• S = [So, ...,SP-I] is the sampled spreading sequence matrix with:

S I' - [ (1') (1') (1') ]
- sJI " ..,S1.L ""SK .L

(1') - [0 TO]
Sk,l - pSNHU ,Sk' SN(P-p-I)HU

• C = diag[C(O) ,...,C(P-l)] is the channel coefficient matrix with:

C(p) = diag[C~p) ,...,C~»]

C ( p ) - [ (1') (1') ]T
k - ck',l , ..• ,CK•L '

• A = diagjA" (O), ...,AT(P -1)] is the total received energies matrix with:

A(p) = diag[A1, •• •,AK],

• b=[bT(O), ...,bT(P - l)f is the data vector with:

and n is the channel noise vector.

In the case of a non-fading channel, there is only one propagation path, and the received

discrete-time signal can be written as:

r=SAb+n,

2.3 The Conventional Detector

(2.5)

One of the main attractions of the conventional detector is its low computational comp lexity.

However, the conventional detector does not use any information concerning other users,

therefore the performance of this detector is severely degraded because of the effect of

multiple access interference (MAl).
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of DS-CDMA transmitters.
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Figure 2.2. The conventional DS-CDMA detector.

In this Section we look at the conventional detector (Fig. 2.2), and the effect ofMAI [3]. The

system model used in this Section is described in Section 2.2. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the
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(2.6)

conventional detector, also known as the matched filter, correlates the desired user's

spreading sequence with the received signal. The outputs of the matched filter are then

sampled at the bit rate and these sampled outputs are then used as the decision statistics. The

decision statistics of the conventional detector in a non-fading channel can be

mathematically written as follows:

Yk = STr

= STSAb+STn

= RAb+STn

=RAB+z

where R is the cross-correlation matrix that defined as:

(2.7)

and z is a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and a covariance matrix equal to (j2R,

where (J2 is the noise variance, i.e. (J 2 = Nal2.

In the case of a fading channel, the channel parameters C must be estimated, and a variety

of strategies can then be applied to obtain reliable channel estimates. Hence the decision

statistics of the conventional detector in a fading channel is given by:

Yk =STCHr

= CHSTSCAb+STCHn

The final "hard" decisions of the transmitted information are given by:

Ilk =sign(Yk)·

(2.8)

(2.9)

It is clearly shown in Fig. 2.2, that the strategy of the detector comes straight from single

user designs, where each branch detects one user's information without consideration of the

existence of other users. Therefore, the performance of this detector depends highly on the

properties of the correlation between the spreading sequences. In order to achieve optimal

detection, the correlation between the same user's spreading sequences are required to be

much higher than the correlation between the different user's spreading sequences. In other

words, the autocorrelation must be much large than the cross-correlation. The correlation

value between the spreading sequences is defined as [3]:

(2.10)
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In equation (2.10), if i =k, then the correlation value pk,k (r =0) =1 , which presents the

autocorrelations of the k rh user's spreading sequence. In the case of i "* k, the cross

correlation value of different uses' spreading sequences is 0 ~ Pi,k (t ) < 1. Assuming C = I ,

the output of the k rh user's matched filter for a particular bit interval can be written as [4]:

(2.11)

The first term in the right hand side of equation (2.11) is the data stream of the k th desired

user. The second term is the correlation with all other users, giving rise to MAl. The

existence of MAl has a significant impact on the performance and capacity of the

conventional detector. This emphasizes the need for low cross- correlations between the

spreading sequences, otherwise, the MAl term will dominate the output of the matched filter.

The MAl also increases with the number of active users in the system, and is susceptible to

power variation amongst users. In other words, users with larger amplitudes can interfere

with weak users. Hence the overall effect of MAl on system performance increases,

especially when user's signals arrive at the detectors at different amplitudes [3]. Such a

situation arises when the transmitters have different distances to the receiver, known as the

near-far problem.

MAl can cause a high bit error rate (BER) and. poor system capacity, with much work being

done on mitigating the effect of MAl. Research has been focused on the following aspects

[4,5,6,7,8]:

• Spreading Sequence Design. As can be seen from equation (2.11), ifP i .k =0, in

other words, if the spreading sequences were all orthogonal, then there would be

no MAl effect in the outputs of the matched filter. However, it is not possible to

design spreading sequences that are orthogonal over all possible delays because in

practice most channels contain some degree of asynchronies. The most possible

and effective way is to look for the spreading sequences that have as Iowa cross

correlation as possible. This approach is focused on the design of spreading

sequences with low cross-correlation.
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• Power Control. The near-far problem can be overcome by using power control to

ensure that all users' signals arrive at the receiver with the same amplitude. Power

control can be implemented by two different strategies. One strategy is called

"open loop power control", that is, the mobile unit detects the power level it

receives from the base station and then adjusts its transmitted power to be

inversely proportional to the power level received from the base station. The

other strategy is called "closed loop power control", that is, the base station sends

power control instructions to the mobile units.

• Sectored Antennas. These directed antennas can focus on a certain angle range of

coverage, eliminating the affects of users in different sectors. The direction of the

antennas can be fixed or adjusted dynamically.

• FEC Codes. The design of forward error correction (FEC) codes allows

acceptable error rate performance at lower signal-to-noise ratio levels.

It can be concluded that the conventional detector will perform optimally in a synchronous

system with orthogonal spreading sequences and perfect power control. It does not take into

account any other users in the system, therefore it is not robust with respect to fading

channels, asynchronism and spreading sequences with substantial cross-correlation. In order

to mitigate MAl effectively, a number of multiuser detectors have been developed.

2.4 Multiuser Detector in AWGN Channel

Multiuser detection (MUD), also known as Co-Channel Interference Suppression is a

technique that can greatly improve the performance and capacity of a CDMA

communications system. As discussed in Section 2.3, the increase in MAl not only affects

the performance of detectors, but also limits the system capacity. With MUD, it has become

possible to reduce or filter out the MAl, enhancing both the performance and capacity.

The optimal multiuser detector was first proposed and analyzed by Verdu in 1986 [9]. Based

on the criterion of maximum likelihood estimation, he proposed a cost function, the

maximization of which leads to the jointly optimum demodulation of all users. Optimal

multiuser detectors require joint estimation of channel parameters and data symbols [10, 11],

and so is far too complex for practical implementation, and hence several sub-optimal

multiuser detectors have been proposed.
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(2.12)

There are two important classes of sub-optimal multiuser detectors. The first class is called

"linear multiuser detectors" [12]. These detectors apply a linear mapping (transformation) to

the soft output of the conventional detector to produce a new set of outputs. This new set of

outputs is treated as the decision statistic and is used to make a decision on the transmitted

bits. Popular linear multiuser detectors are: the Decorrelating Detector, the Minimum Mean

Square Error (MMSE) detector and the Polynomial Expansion Detector. The second class of

sub-optimal multiuser detectors is called "subtractive interference cancellation detectors".

Such detectors estimate the interference and then subtract it out. Some examples of

subtractive interference cancellation detectors are Successive Interference Cancellation,

Parallel Interference Cancellation and Decision Feedback Detectors. Starting with the

optimal multiuser detector, a review of these multiuser detectors is presented.

The detection problem in an asynchronous channel is more complicated than in a

synchronous channel [13]. In a synchronous channel, the bits of each user are aligned in

time, the detection only focus on one bit interval independent of the others. However in most

practical implementations, the channel is asynchronous, so there is an overlap between bits

of different intervals, thus, the decision can not simply focus on one bit interval only, rather

the decision problem must be framed over the whole message [13]. More details of the

asynchronous channel are introduced in [14].

2.4.1 Optimal Multiuser Detectors

The optimal multiuser detector is also known as the maximum-likelihood sequence (MLS)

detector. An optimal MUD consists of a bank of matched filters, each matched filter

decoding one user, follow by a maximum-likelihood sequence estimator, see Fig. 2.3. The

function of the maximum-likelihood sequence estimator is to estimate the most likely

transmitted sequences b, which maximizes the probability that b was transmitted, given

that r was received [3]. The probability used here is called "joint a posteriori probability". It

can be mathematically written as [3].

b =arg max P(blr).
be {-l.+ll l
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Figure 2.3. Block diagram of optimal multiuser detector.

It is important to expand the analysi s of equation 2.12, since it yields the optimal near-far

resistance parameter, the best bit error rate (BER) and optimal asymptotic multiuser

efficiency [15]. The average optimal near-far resistance in a synchronous DS-CDMA system

with random spreading sequences is given by [15]:

_ K-l
E[ll k] =[1--],

. N
(2.13)

and in a symbol-asynchronous and chip- asynchronous DS-CDMA system, the average near

far resistance is:

The lower bound of the minimum BER with the optimal MUD is given by [15]:

~ (a) ~ i-Wt.... Q(dk,min).
a

(2.14)

(2.15)

where Wk .min is the smallest possible weight of the error vector E =b - b , and d, . IS one
.nun

half of the minimum distance between two users' signals that differ in the k th bit.

The optimal asymptotic multiuser efficiency is given by [15]:
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'h == min ~ETARAE .
EEI- I.O. I} A
£ t =1 k

Multiuser detection

(2.16)

. PKIf there are K users in the system and each user transmits P symbols, then there are 2

possible b vectors withb == {-1,+1}. It is obvious that an exhaustive search for all possible

b vectors is impossible for practical implementation. However, the optimal multiuser

detector can be implemented for a DS-CMDA system by using a bank of matched filters

followed by Viterbi algorithm [16]. This method parallels the use of the Viterbi algorithm to

implement MLS detection in channels corrupted by inter-symbol interference [16,17]. The

two important properties of MLS detector are:

• Although it becomes possible for a DS-CDMA system to be implemented using

the Viterbi algorithm in an MLS detector, unfortunately the number of states in

the Viterbi algorithm still grows exponentially with the number of users.

Therefore, the overall complexity of MLS detector is still too high to implement

in a practical system, especially when the number of users and size of

transmitted messages are large .

• Another property of the MLS detector is that the detector requires knowledge of

spreading sequences, received amplitudes and phases for all users to be detected.

However, those values are not known in a practical system a-priori, therefore

they must be estimated [3].

Because of these properties, the MLS detector may be implemented only in situations where

a small number of users are to be detected. However, a realistic DS-CDMA system has a

relatively large number of active users , the property of exponential complexity in the number

of users makes the cost of this detector too high. Therefore a number of sub-optimal

multiuser detectors, which offer good performance versus complexity tradeoffs, have been

developed.

2.4.2 Linear Multiuser detector

Linear MUD techniques apply a linear mapping to the soft output of the chip-matched filters

to reduce the MAL The result of the linear transformation is known as the decision variable
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and is used to make a decision on the transmitted bits. Alth ough some linear MUD, such as

MM SE multi-use detector can be implemented adaptively, the MUD still fall under the

category of one-shot detectors. The general structure of linear MUD is illustrated in Fig . 2.4.

In the following, the three most popular linear MODs are reviewed.

bl
Correlator for YI(t)

~-=F-+ Userl Sl[t]

Y2 (t ) b2

r(t) Correlator for Linear
f-----+ ~ L----I-=FUser 1 S2[t ]

.
Mapping. . .

.
YK(t) bK

CorreIator for
~ User 1 SK[t]

~

~i -=F

Figure 2.4 The structure of linear multiuser detector.

2.4.2.1 The Decorrelating Detector

The decorrelating detector applies the inverse of the correlation matrix of users' spreading

sequences to the soft outputs of the matched filter, with the modified soft outputs of the

matched filter referred to as the decision variable.

The discussion begins with the case of a non-fading channel. As shown in Fig. 2.5, the soft

output of the matched filter bank can be written as (as discussed in Section 2.3):

y=RAb +z . (2.17)

In order to see the affec t of the MAl, (2. 17) is rewritten without consideration of the noise:
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y=RAb , (2.18)

b (t)

b (t)

b (t )d (t)( )YI t I

Correlator for
r----+ User 1 Sl[t ] ----+j -=F

Yz(t) dz(t)

r(t) Correlator for
User 1 S2[t] r------.l -=FR-1

.
. . .

YK (t ) dK(t)
Correlator for

l--.+ User 1 SK[t] I----+l-=F

Figure 2.5. The decorrelating DS-CDMA detector.

then the decision variable can be written as [15]:

R-1y=R-1RAb

= Ab
(2.19)

It is followed by:

bk = sign(R-1y)

= sign(R-1RAb)

= sign(Ab)

=bk

(2.20)

Now, bringing back the noise and premultiplying the outputs of a bank of matched filter with

R -I , results in:
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R -1y=R-'RAb + R -'z

= Ab +R-1z

Multiuser detection

(2.21)

As shown in (2.20), the decorrelating detector perfectly decodes the desired user's

transmitted bits, as long as the signature waveforms are independent and R can be inverted.

Furthermore, if we compare (2.19) and (2.21), it clearly shows that the decorrelating detector

completely eliminates the MAl, the decision only being affected by the Gaussina noise.

If a set of spreading sequences is given, the BER of the »" bit of the k" user of the

decorrelating detector is given as [15]:

probabilitytb; (p) *" bk (p)) =Q( ~~ ). (2.22)
cr[R ]P.K

where [R-I ] is the diagonal element of R -1 .corresponding to the pili bit of the k" user.
P,K

The decorrelating detector was first proposed in [18], and analyzed by Lupas and Verdu in

[13, 19]. There are some attractive features of the decorrelating detector [13, 19,20] :

• The decorrelating detector removes the affects of MAl completely,

therefore, the detector does not have to estimate or control the received

amplitudes and the detection of the desired user can be implemented

independently of other users.

• The computational complexity of the decorrelating detector is better than

that of the optimal detector. The complexity is linear in the number of

users.

• When the energies of all users are not known at the receiver, it corresponds

to the maximum likelihood sequence detector. In other words, it yields the

joint maximum likelihood sequence estimation of the users' transmitted

bits and their received amplitudes.

• Both performance and system capacity of the decorrelating detector have

been shown to be much better than those of the conventional detector [17].

The decorrelating detector also has stronger resistance to the near-far

problem than that of conventional detector.
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The major disadvantage of the decorrelating detector is that, it enhances the noise by the

term R -1z, in other words, the decorrelating detector completely eliminates the affect of the

MAl at the expense of enhancing the noise, particularly when the signal-to-noise ratio is low,

because R - I is always greater or equal to 1 for each bit [21]. Despite this disadvantage, the

decorrelating detector has been shown to outperform the conventional detector, and has

lower computational complexity than the optimal detector.

Another drawback of the decorrelating detector is that, in order to successfully demodulate

the transmitted bits, detector needs to invert the matrix R, this increases the computational

complexity and makes the detector difficult to implemented in real time, The problem

becomes more serious when users use long spreading sequences, because the correlation

matrix changes in each bit interval, therefore the computations of the correlation matrix have

to be repeated frequently .

In order to avoid the problem of computing the inverse of a large matrix, several sub-optimal

approaches have been proposed [3]. A number of algorithms have also been introduced [22],

which can be implemented together with the decorrelating detector to avoid computing the

matrix inversion.

2.4.2.2 The MMSE Multiuser Detector

The structure of the MMSE detector is shown in Fig. 2.6. The MMSE detector is a linear

detector that applies the linear mapping W to the outputs of the matched filter, resulting:

d =W
T
Y . (2.23)

The optimal solution of the linear mapping W is derived by finding the linear mapping that

can minimize the mean square error between the transmitted bits and the output of the linear

MUD [15], this can be mathematically written as:

then the optimal solution of linear mapping W , is given as:

W =[R+O' 2A-2t ,
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Figure 2.6. The minimum mean square error multiuser detector.

The optimal solution of the linear mapping W , given by (2.25), yields the maximum output

signal-to-interference ratio of any linear transformation [15]:

(2.26)

Where a, the interference covariance matrix:

(2.27)

denotes the covariance matrix of the interference . The probability of error can be written as

[15] :

(2.28)

where the leakage coeffic ient ~k is the contribution of the e h user interferer to the decision

statistic of the desired userl , and is given by [15]:
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(2.29)

AB can be seen from equation (2.25), the MMSE MUD not only inverts the correlation

matrix R, but also takes the background noise c 2 into account. As the background noise

goes to zero, the performance of the MMSE MUD converges to that of the decorrelating

detector. TIle MMSE MUD decouples the desired user and completely eliminates MAl

without the enhancement of background noise, therefore, the MMSE MUD provides better

performance than the decorrelating detector.

Unfortunately, like the decorrelating detector, the MMSE detector also faces the task of

matrix inversion, increasing the computational complexity of the detector. Another

disadvantage is that the MMSE detector requires the estimation of the received amplitudes

and the performance of the MMSE detector depends on the powers of the interfering users

[3], causing some loss of resistance to the near-far problem.

Most of the sub-optimal approaches for implementing the decorrelating detector are also

applicable to the MMSE detector, since both the MMSE detector and the decorrelating

detector face the task of matrix inversion. However, the most important property of the

MMSE detector is that it can be implemented adaptively to avoid matrix inversion. When

implemented adaptively, the linear mapping W converges to the optimal solution through

adaption, and suppresses all the interference from other users and the background. The

MMSE detector has been widely used because of this property.

2.4.2.3 The Polynomial Expansion Detector

The Polynomial Expansion (PE) detector, introduced in [23], aims to efficiently implement

different linear detectors. The detector does not actually perform matrix inversion, but

approximates the desired inverse matrix by a polynomial expansion of the correlation matrix,

thus, it can be used to achieve the performance levels of both the decorrelating and the

MMSE detector. The polynomial coefficients can be computed using some adaptive

algorithms. The PE detector applies the polynomial expansion in R to the matched filters

output y. The linear mapping of the PE detector is [3]
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p

L= IwjR
j

,

;=0

and the decision variable is given by:

d=Ly,

Multiuser detection

(2.30)

(2.31)

Polynomial coefficients wj (i = 0,1,...,P ) can be chosen to optimize the performance when

Rand P are given.

The PE detector can approximate the decorrelating and MMSE detector, therefore it has the

benefits ofboth of these two detectors. Beside this, the PE detector also has some advantages

over the decorrelating detector and MMSE detector. Firstly, the PE detector has low

computational complexity, secondly, it has a relatively simple structure, with the complexity

of the structure increasing linearly with the number of the users and number of stages.

Finally, the PE detector does not have to estimate the received amplitudes or phases.

2.4.3 Nonlinear Multiuser Detectors

Nonlinear multiuser detectors utilize feedback to reduce MAl in the received signal. The

detectors separately estimate the MAl contributed by each user and then subtract out some or

all of the MAl, therefore the detectors are called "Subtractive Interference Cancellation

detectors". These detectors are implemented with multiple stages and can be broken down

into three classes. The categories are not disjoint and a particular implementation of sub

optimal detectors may use a combination of the three classes.

2 .4.3.1 Successive Interference Cancellation Detectors

The Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) detector takes a serial approach to

interference cancellation [24, 25]. Each stage of this detector makes a decision, regenerates,

and cancels out one direct sequence user from the received signal, so that the remaining

users see less MAl in the next stage. The SIC detector is shown in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7 Successive interference cancellation (SIC) detectors.

Stage K

The SIC detector is preceded by a stage which ranks the users in descending order of

received power. As can be seen from the diagram, in the first stage, the SIC detector will

detect the strongest signal and make the hard decision on this signal for the strongest user,

then the detector will regenerate the received signal for this strongest user and subtract it out

from the total received signal. A "cleaner" version of the received signal is thus obtained.

This process is repeated in a multistage structure [3]. The multistage SIC detector comprises

of K stages in series, where K is the number of active users in the system. At the k'" stage,

the detector takes the cleaned output of the k - 1 stage as the input of the k th stage, then

yields one additional data decision on the k th strongest signal and gives a "cleaner"

received signal for next stage.

As discussed before, The SIC detector is preceded by a stage which ranks users in

descending order of received power, therefore, the strongest user will not benefit from any

MAl reduction; the weakest user will, however, see a huge reduction in its MAl. The SIC

detector offers significant performance improvements over the conventional detector,

especially when disparity amongst received power levels is large. Also, compared with the

conventional detector, the SIC detector only requires a limited additional hardware.
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It is intuitively clear that the one of the disadvantage of the SIC detector is that its

performance is extremely sensitive to initial bit estimates [3]. If the initial bit estimates are

not reliable, then even if the timing, amplitude and phase are perfectly estimated, there is still

a big degradation in the performance. Therefore, it is crucial that the data estimates of at

least the strong users are reliable. The SIC detector also causes a few ' difficulties in

implementation. First, each stage of cancellation requires one bit delay. Second, when the

power profile changes, the sorting operation needs to be performed again, leading to an

increase in the complexity of the detector.

2.4.3.2 Parallel Interference Cancellation Detectors

The SIC detector estimate and subtracts out all of the MAl for each user in series. In contrast

to the SIC detector, the parallel interference cancellation (PlC) detector estimates and

subtracts out all of the MAl for each user in parallel. One stage of a PlC detector is shown in

Fig. 2.8. Like the decorrelating or the MMSE detectors, the initial bit estimates, Yk' are

typically derived from a conventional detector (the conventional detector is not shown in

Fig. 2.8), then the estimated bits Yk are scaled by received power level estimates and re

spread by signature codes. The sum of all the signals of interfering users for each user [3]

creates its complete MAl estimate. Subtracting out those complete MAl from the received

signal yields the cleaned received signal for each user. These signals are then passed through

a second bank of matched filters to produce a new set of decision variables. This process can

be repeated for multiple stages, where each stage inputs the bit estimates of the preceding

stage and produces a new set of estimates at the output. The multistage PlC structure was

introduced in [26] and numbers of papers have investigated PlC detection utilizing soft

decisions, such as [27, 28, 29]. PlC and SIC detectors are analyzed and compared in [27],

and the SIC detector is found to perform better than the PlC detector in' a non-power

controlled channel, however, the performance of the PlC detector is better than that of the

SIC detector in a power controlled channel.

Like the SIC detectors, the performance of the PlC detector is severely affected by incorrect

initial bit estimates and wrong received power estimates. Thus, several variations on the PlC

detector has been developed in order to improve its performance, such as replacing the first

matched filters bank (the first matched filters bank is not shown in Fig. 2.8) by a
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decorrelating detector to avoid too many incorrect initial bit estimates, improving

performance. Another variation on the PlC detector has been developed in [30], using the

already detected bits at the output of the current stage to detect the remaining bits in the same

stage. Other variations on the PlC detector such as its adaptive implementation can be found

in [31,32].

r(t - T)

b l

L
i;to\

Second
Matched

filter
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+
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(x Sk[t])

t

t

Figure 2.8 One stage of a parallel Interference cancellation detector.

2.4.3.3 Decision Feedback Detectors

The decision feedback detector performs linear pre-processing foliowed by a structure of

SIC detection. The linear operation partially decorrelates the users without enhancing noise,

and the SIC operation makes a decision and subtracts out the interference from one

additional user at a time, in descending order of strength.

This detector is based on the white noise channel model, which is widely used in single user

detection theory. A noise-whitening filter applied in the first stage is obtained from the

Cholesky decomposition [33] of the correlation matrix R . The Cholesky decomposition

expresses a matrix as the product of a lower triangular and an upper triangular matrix

therefore R can be written as:

(2.32)
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where F is the lower triangular matrix, then the matrix, and (FT r l
IS used as the

coefficient of the whitening filter for the noise that is existing in the signal.

Under some assumption [34], the decision feedback detector provides the maximum signal

to-interference ratio and eliminates all MAL However, it is obvious that the decision

feedback detector faces the calculation of the Cholesky decomposition and also needs to

invert the matrix. Another disadvantage is that the decision detector has to estimate the

received signal amplitudes. A detailed analysis can be found in [35], including a comparison

between the decision feedback detector and the decorrelating detector.

2.5 Multiuser Detectors in a Fading Channel

2.5.1 The RAKE Receiver

MAl and fading are the two major factors limiting the performance of mobile wireless

communication systems. In Section 2.4, the elimination of MAl through MUDs in CDMA

systems has been discussed. However, one of the main advantages of CDMA systems is the

ability to use multiple signals that arrive at the receivers with different time delays. This

phenomenon is called multipath fading.

The presence of a multipath channel greatly increases the complexity of a multiuser detector.

Without multipath, the spreading codes can be selected carefully, in order to minimize the

cross-correlation between user signals. In other words, without multipath, the selected

optimum code can be an orthogonal code that completely eliminates MAl. A single-user

correlation receiver then performs optimally. However, with the presence of a multipath

channel, the system cannot guarantee that the received signals are orthogonal at the receiver.

This is because after passing the multipath fading channel, desired spreading codes become

random and time varying, therefore the cross-correlation between user signais also become

channel-dependent.

Certain receiver structures can decode the multipath components separately, e.g. in a fading

environment the receiver can use the unfaded components to recover the transmitted signal.
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The receiver structure, which takes the multipath components into account, is called a RAKE

receiver. The details of the Rake receiver can be found in [35].
I

Matched
filter

Matched
filter

i

i

Combiner

k th User

Rake output.

Figure 2.9 Block diagram of the RAKE matched filters for the eh user.

All the multiuser detectors discussed above, including linear and non-linear MOOs, can be

extended to multipath fading channels by replacing the matched filters bank by a bank of

RAKE matched filters, one for each user. The block diagram of the RAKE matched filters

for the k 1h user is shown in Fig. 2.9.

The RAKE receiver for the k,h user consists of L fingers (branches), corresponding with

the number of multipath. The RAKE receiver can detect the received signals with different

delays separately, and those signals are then combined at the combiner.

Several techniques have been introduced to improve the performance of multiuser detectors

over multipath fading channels. A popular technique used for this combination is a diversity

teclmique, called maximum ratio combining [36]. In maximum ratio combining each signal

branch is multiplied by a factor which is proportional to the signal amplitude. That is,

branches with strong signal become stronger, and weak signals become weaker. Another
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(2.33)

technique is to combine the signals from multiple diversity branches, called equal gain

combining (EGC). Its performance is almost as good as maximum ratio combining, and it is

less complex in terms of signal processing. Sub-optimal implementation of the RAKE filter

requires channel coefficient estimation, with the errors of estimation directly degrading

receiver performance.

In linear MUDs, such as the decorrelating detector and the MMSE detector, the multipath

combining can either happen before the multiuser filtering or after the multiuser filtering,

resulting in a post-combining MUD or pre-combining MUD [2], respectively as shown in

Fig. 2.10.

Several multiuser detectors used in a fading channel will be introduced in this Section.

Rayleigh fading is assumed, throughout.

2.5.2 Decorrelating Detector

Recalling the (2.21), in non-fading AWGN channel, the decision variables of the

decorrelating detector are formed by multiplying the outputs of the matched filters by the

inverse cross-correlation matrix of the spreading sequences. Therefore the decision variables

of the decorrelating detector in non-fading AWON channel can be written as:

R-1y =R-1RAb + R-1z

= Ab +R-1z

Now, looking at the decorrelating detector in a multipath fading channel, the decision

variables are formed by multiplying the outputs of the matched filters by the inverse cross

correlation matrix of the spreading sequences. Followed by multipath combining, the

decision process can be written as:

(2.34)

Liu .H and Li.K [37] have analyzed the performance of the decorrelating detector in a

fading channel. In [38], performance differences of pre-combining and post-combining

decorrelating detector in known channels have been compared.
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(a) Post-Combining multiuser detector.
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(b) Pre-Combining multiuser detector.

Figure. 2.10. The structures of linear multiuser detector in multipath fading channel.
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2.5.3 MMSE Detector

Multiuser detection

If the multipath combining takes place before the multiuser detection, then it is easy to show

that the post-combining MMSE detector is given by [2]:

M =SCA(ACHSTSCA +0"2Ir' . (2.35)

It can be seen from (2.35) that the optimal filter coefficients of the post-combining MMSE

detector in fading channels depend on the channel coefficient for all users and all paths. The

decision variable (the output of the post-combining MMSE detector) can be written as:

(2.36)

The possible way to eliminate the dependence on the fading channel is to implement the

MMSE detector as the pre-combining MMSE detector. The pre-combining MMSE detector

is given by [2]:

where

H =diag[AI2HC1'"" .,A~HcK] '

HCk =daig[E[!ck,I1\... ,E[!ck,L 1

2

]] .

Therefore the output of the pre-combining MMSE detector can be written as:

d = (STS +0"2H-1r' Sr,

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

Assuming the channel is a non-fading AWGN channel, in other words, all the non-zero

elements in C are equal to 1, then it is clearly seen from (2.35) and (2.37), that the post

combining and pre-combining MMSE detectors are exactly same.

2.5.4 Successive Interference Cancellation Detectors

In Section 2.4.3.1, the SIC detector in non-fading AWGN channel is reviewed. However, to

implement the SIC detector in a fading channel using the Rake matched filters to perform the

users strength estimation, not only requires information on the users' spreading sequence,
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timing and amplitude, but also requires the information on the channel fading. Similarly to

the SIC detector in a non-fading channel, the detector process in fading channel can also be

repeated in multistage structure, where the multistage SIC detector comprises of K stages

in series, where K is the number of active users in the system. At the ki llstage, the detector

takes the cleaned output of the e" -1 stage as the input of the e" stage, then yields one

additional data decision on the k'll strongest signal, and gives a "cleaner" received signal

for next stage. In each stage, the SIC detector performs the following steps:

1. Detects the strongest signal in the stage using the Rake matched filter.

2. Make a hard decision for the strongest user in the stage.

3. Regenerates an estimation of the received signal detected in step 2 for use,

using the knowledge of its spreading sequence, time, amplitude and

fading coefficients.

4. Subtract out the received signal estimated in step 3 from the total input

signal at the stage.

The SIC detector repeats the four steps above until all the users' information has been

detected. The SIC detector in a fading channel was presented in [39], and the analysis of the

SIC detector in a fading channel can be found in [41,42,43].

2.5.5 Parallel Interference Cancellation

The PlC detector in a fading channel uses the output of the first Rake matched filter bank as

the initial bit estimates. In order to implement the PlC detector in a fading channel, the

detector needs the channel fading coefficients, the propagation delay of the paths of the

interfering users and all the other information introduced in Section 2.4.3.2. Using this

information, the PlC detector sums up all the input signals except those of the user of

interest, which create the complete MAl estimation for the user of interest. Subtracting out

this estimated MAl from the received signal, results feed into the second Rake matched

filters bank, which yields the decision variable for the user of interest. In [40, 44], the

performance of the PlC detector in a fading channel was analyzed.
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2.6 Adaptive Multiuser Detection .

Received
Signal

d(k)

Multiuser detection

b(k)

Adaptive
Filter

coefficient

Error e(k)

Figure 2.11 Block diagram of an adaptive multiuser detector.

The linear multiuser detection techniques discussed earlier all have significant computational

complexity. Adaptive techniques have thus been introduced in many cases to achieve these

linear transforms. MMSE detection is very attractive from an implementation perspective

and has the following attractive characteristics [2]:

• MMSE criterion results in a convex cost function, which ensures

global convergence for iterative algorithms.

• The MMSE detector provides an excellent approximation to the

optimal receiver.

• A number of algorithm exist, these algorithms include Least Mean

Square (LMS) algorithm and Recursive Least Squares (RLS)

algorithm.

The adaptive multiuser detector continuously updates the filter coefficients in order to

minimize the MMSE between the output d(k) and the desired signal b(k). Fig. 2.11 is a

block diagram of an adaptive multiuser detector. The minimum mean square error between

the output d(k) and the desired signal b(k) can be mathematically written as:
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(2.40)

When the adaptive multiuser detector is implemented adaptively, the detector eliminates all

the effects of interference regardless of whether it is MAl or inter-symbol interference (lSI).

Most of the existing adaptive algorithms require training symbols /sequences, an exception is

the blind adaptive multi user detector.

2.6.1 The Blind Adaptive Multiuser Detectors

The adaptive multiuser detector requires the adaptive filter coefficients to be adapted by the

use of training symbols. The disadvantage of this detector is that when the system conditions

change, the training symbols have to be re-sent to guarantee the performance.

The blind adaptive multiuser detector (BAMUD) eliminates the need for training symbols, as

the only information required at the receiver in order to adapt the filter coefficients is the

desired user's spreading sequences and timing information. The goal of training-based

adaptive multiuser detectors is to minimize the mean square error between the output y(k)

and the desired signal b(k), rather than do this, the blind adaptive multiuser detector

minimizes the mean output energy (MOE), which has been shown to be equivalent to

minimizing the MSE. The major difference between the MOE and MSE is that minimizing

the MOE does not require the training sequence. More detailed studies about the BAMUD

can be found in [45].

2.6.2 Adaptive Algorithms

Implementations of adaptive MMSE multiuser detection require the use of adaptive

algorithms that are able to adapt the filter coefficients to their optimal value. Various

adaptive algorithms have been developed for implementation in the adaptive process. In this

Section, two of the most important adaptive algorithms are described. The Least Mean

Square (LMS) adaptive algorithm is introduced firstly, followed by the Recursive Least

Squares (RLS) algorithm.
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2.6.2.1 LMS Adaptive Algorithms

r(t)
Adaptive

Filter

LMS
Algorithm

d(t)

e(t)

Multiuser detection

b(t)

Figure 2.12 Block diagram of the LMS adaptive algorithm

The LMS adaptive algorithm is one of the most commonly used algorithms because of its

low computational complexity. Its basic approach is to use the method of steepest descent to

iteratively adapt the filter coefficients to the optimal solution. Because the mean squared

error performance surface is a quadratic function of the filter coefficients, by using the

method of steepest descent , a minimum value of E[le(t)1
2

] can be obtained. According to the

method of steepest descent , the filter coefficients are updated as follows :

Wet +1)=Wet) - Jl'V(t) , (2.41)

where Wet) is the vector of the adaptive filter coefficients, 'V(t) is the gradient vector and

11 is a positive parameter that controls the rate of convergence, called step-size parameter.

However, in practice , it is not possible to find the true gradient vector at the receiver,

therefore an approximation is required. The approach taken in the LMS . algorithm for

approximating the gradient vector is to use a gradient estimate of the instantaneous squared

error [46]:

'V(t) = ae(t )2
aW (t )

a(b(t) - yet))=e--'----:....:.----:--'-'-'-
aW(t)
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(2.43)

It should be noted that the desired signal bet) is independent of the filter coefficients,

therefore the approximation of the gradient vector can be written as [46]:

Vet) =-e(t)r .

Substituting (2.43) into (2.41), the complete LMS adaptive algorithm is formed:

w(t +1)= wet) + /le(t)r ,

where

e(t) =bet) - w H r .

(2.44)

(2.45)

Convergence speed is an important performance measurement in an adaptive system. As can

be seen from the LMS update equation (2.44), the step-size parameter f.l plays an important

role in determining the convergence speed, therefore the step-size parameter /l must be

chosen carefully, it cannot be too larger or too small. If f.l is too large, the adaptation

process can be unstable, and the filter coefficients may never converge to the optimal MMSE

solution. However, if the step-size parameter f.l is chosen to be too small, then the filter

coefficients may converge to the optimal MMSE solution too slowly to cope with the

changing signal statistics. It has been shown that in order to guarantee filter coefficient

convergence to the optimal value, the step-size parameter /l has to satisfy:

2
O</l<-- ,

N*P
r

(2.46)

where N is the length of the filter coefficients and ~ is the power of input signal. It seems

obviously that the step-size parameter should be chosen as:

(2.47)

However, the large step-size used to provide fast convergence speed will cause the filter

coefficient to wind around the optimal solution and this phenomenon will introduce excess

Mean Square Error (MSE) into the system. In an adaptive system, the total MSE is given by

the following equation:

MSEtota' = MSEmin+MSEexcess ,
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Where MSE represents the MSE due to the filter coefficients not being optimal, andexcess

MSE min is the MSE for the optimal filter coefficient.

There are two reasons for the LMS adaptive algorithm being popular: firstly, the LMS

adaptive algorithm has relatively low computational complexity. Secondly, low power

implementation of CDMA detector becomes more and more important, the LMS adaptive

algorithm also gains popularity as it is well suited to low power implementations. However,

the major drawback of this algorithm is its relatively slow convergence speed. A detailed

analysis of the LMS adaptive algorithm can be found in many literature sources.

2.6.2.2 RSL Adaptive Algorithms

Compared with the LMS algorithm, the RSL algorithm has faster convergence speed. The

RSL algorithm is based on the well know least squares method and the filter coefficients

update equation can be written as [46]:

where:

and

wet) =wet -1) + p(t -l)r(t) e(t )
aCt)

1 pet-1)r(t)
pet) =-[p(t -1) r T (t)p(t -1)]

y o.(r)

e(t) = y(t) - r" (t)w(t -1)

aCt) =y + r T (t)p(t -1)r(t)

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

p(t) is essentially a recursive way of computing the inverse matrix [rT (t)r(t)] , y IS

referred as the forgetting factor, and should be within the range of [0, 1].

As mentioned above , one of the advantages of the RLS algorithm is its fast convergence

speed, however, from the RLS filter coefficients update equation, it can be seen that the

major disadvantage of the RLS algorithm is its high computational complexity, due to matrix

inversion. Another drawback is that, unlike the LMS algorithm, the RLS algorithm is

sensitive to roundoff errors and finite precision effects, therefore it is not suitable for low

power implementation.
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2.7 Summary

Multiuser detection

This chapter has presented a review of MUDs in both non-fading and fading channels, The

MAl, fading and multipath are major factors, limiting the capacity and performance of

existing wireless mobile communication systems. The existence of MAl has a significant

impact on the capacity and performance of the conventional detector. In addition, the

presence of strong users exacerbates the MAl of the weaker users, known as the near-far

problem. Much research has done to eliminate those problems, resulting in the design of

multiuser detection.

Unlike the conventional detector, in multiuser detection, all the information on spreading

sequences and timing of multiple users is used to detect each individual user. Although the

optimal multiuser detector provides huge gains compared to the conventional detector in

performance and system capacity, the major drawback of this detector is that its

computational complexity is exponential with the number of users in the system, making the

optimal multiuser detector too complex to implement in practical DS-CDMA systems.

Therefore, after Verdu proposed the optimal multiuser detector, a number of sub-optimal

multiuser detectors have been developed. It has been shown that sub-optimal multiuser

detectors offer a good performance versus complexity tradeoff. Most of the sub-optimal

multiuser detectors fall into two categories: Linear and non-linear (subtractive interference

cancellation) detectors (see Fig. 2.13).

Linear multiuser detectors include decorrelating detectors, minimum mean squared error

detectors and polynomial expansion detectors. Linear multiuser detectors apply a linear

mapping to the output of the matched filter bank to remove the MAl seen by each user.

The decorrelating detector applies the inverse of the correlation matrix to the output of the

matched filter bank. TIle desirable feature of this detector is that it can be implemented

without knowing the received amplitudes.
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Figure 2.13 The categories of MUDs.

The minimum mean square error detector applies a modified inverse of the correlation

matrix to the output of the matched filter bank. Generally, the minimum mean square error

detector provides better bit error rate performance than the decorrelationg detector. However,

one of the drawbacks of this detector is that it requires an estimation of the received powers.

Both the decorrelating detector and the minimum mean square error detector need to

compute the cross-correlation matrix. This become very difficult when the codes are long or

time-varying, because then the cross-correlations changes with each bit.

The polynomial expansion detector applies a polynomial expansion in the correlation matrix

to the output of the matched filter bank. Its most important advantage is that it can

approximate either the decorrelating detector or minimum mean square error detector. This

detector does not require an estimation of the received amplitudes. The detector can also be

easily implemented with long codes.
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Non-linear multiuser detectors include the subtractive interference cancellation, parallel

interference cancellation and Zero-forcing Decision feedback detectors. Those detectors

attempt to estimate and subtract off the MAl. The bit decision used to estimate the MAl can

be either a hard or soft decision. Soft decisions provide ajoint estimate of data and amplitude

and therefore are easier to be implemented, whilst hard decision schemes perform better than

the soft decision schemes only when reliable channel estimates can be achieved.

The subtractive interference cancellation detector takes a serial approach to subtracting out

the MAl, first making the decision according to the strongest user, then regenerating, and

canceling out the strongest user. Thereby a partial clean signal is obtained. This partial clean

signal then goes to the next stage, and the process is repeated until all the direct sequence

users are canceled out.

In contrast, the parallel interference cancellation detector estimates and subtracts all of the

MAl for each user in parallel. The performance of subtractive interference cancellation

detector is better than the performance of parallel interference cancellation detectors in a

fading channel.

Generally, the parallel interference cancellation detector requires more hardware, and the

subtractive interference cancellation detector faces the problem of large delays and power

reordering. There are also some subtractive interference cancellation combined with the

linear preprocessing, detectors such as the Zero-forcing Decision feedback detector.

The major disadvantage of nonlinear detectors is that their performance is sensitive to the

estimation of the received amplitude. An imperfect estimation of the received amplitude can

significantly degrade the performance.

Multiuser detectors are currently being researched further, in order to develop a system that

can provide good performance as well as low cost. This has drawn more and more attention

from researchers and holds much promise for improving DS-CDMA system capacity.
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Chapter 3
Finite Precision LMS-MMSE Adaptive

Multiuser Detectors

3.1 Introduction

The conventional approach to reception in CDMA systems is to neglect multiple-access

interference (MAl) and inter-symbol-interference (ISI). This imposes tight limits on the system

capacity due to interference, even if strict power control is used. A more efficient way to detect

different users in a CDMA system is based on multiuser detection. An optimal multiuser

detector requires the joint estimation of channel parameters and data symbols, so optimal

multiuser detectors are far too complex for practical implementations and hence several sub

optimal multiuser detectors have been proposed.

One of the most popular sub-optimal multiuser detectors is the linear Minimum Mean Square

Error multiuser detector [47). This detector optimally trades-off the attenuation of the non

orthogonal inter-user interference for additive noise enhancement. The standard approach of

this detector is to minimize the mean square error between the training data and filter output

which requires knowledge of all of the users in the channel, and the channel fading

parameters. This information requirement is certainly too stringent for practical applications.

The inversion of a matrix is needed to compute the optimal filter coefficients, which greatly

increases the complexity of computation. In order to overcome these difficulties, the

adaptive MMSE multiuser detector has been developed and investigated by many

researchers.

In this chapter, an LMS adaptive filter is used in the MMSE multiuser detector. The LMS

algorithm was first introduced by Widrow [48], and coefficients of the filter are iteratively
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computed using this LMS adaptive algorithm. Such implementation greatly reduces the

computational requirements of the MMSE detector, since the matrix inversion inherent in the

computation of the optimal coefficients can be avoided.

The LMS algorithm is one of the most commonly used adaptive algorithms. However, the

implementation of this algorithm in hardware needs the use of finite length of bits. The finite

precision LMS-MMSE adaptive MUD can be considered as an infinite precision LMS

MMSE adaptive MUD implemented with quantizers in the data path and in the detector

coefficients ' path. The function of the quantizers is to reduce the wordlength of the

coefficients and data. Reducing the wordlength of the bits can both reduce the complexity of

the detector, and the power consumption. However, it also causes degradation in the

performance. This chapter will look at the finite precision effects in the LMS-MMSE

multiuser detector. The analysis of weight error covariance, mean square error (MSE) and bit

error rate (BER) will be presented together with the simulation results. In the next chapter,

the relationship between the performance and power consumption will be investigated.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, a brief overview of the

adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD is presented. Following this, the system model of a modified

LMS-MMSE MUD, which is a finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD, is presented in Section

3.3. The analysis of weight error covariance, MSE and BER for the finite precision LMS

MMSE MUD are also presented in Section 3.3, whilst Section 3.4 presents a review of the

slowdown phenomenon. Section 3.5 presents the results, and finally Section 3.6 concludes

the chapter.

3.2 The Adaptive MMSE MUD.

As discussed in chapter 2, MUDs in multipath channels can be classified into two categories:

pre-combining and post combining MUDs. A post-combining MUD depends on the channel

coefficients of all users, and the training signals have to be adapted as the channel changes,

therefore, it has severe tracking problems in a fast fading channel. The pre-combining

MMSE MUD assumes that the channel fading coefficients are either known or estimated. It

only depends on the average channel profiles of the users, therefore, the adaptive
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implementation of the pre-combining MMSE MUD has significant advantage when

compared to a post-combining MMSE MUD .
I

re p ) f I-+-~

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD.

3.2.1 System Model

Fig. 3.1 presents the block diagram of the adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD [2]. r (p ) represents

the received signal in the p" bits interval. Assuming the considered DS-CDMA system

consists of K users in a fading channel with L propagation paths, the received signal can then

be written as (the complete description of the signal model can be found in Chapter 2):

r=SCAb+n,
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(3.4)

where S , C and A are the matrices of the users' spreading sequences, channel fading

coefficients and user's amplitude respectively, and n , b and r are the vectors of the noise

samples, users' transmitted bits and received signal respectively. It can be seen from the

diagram, that the adaptive pre-combining MMSE MUD does not require additional training

sequences, since the product of decisions made by the conventional detector b
k
(p) and the

known or estimated channel fading coefficients can usually be used as the training sequences

to train the adaptive filter coefficients.

3.2.2 The Optimal Solution for the MMSE MUD.

The optimal filter coeffic ients of the post-combining MMSE MUD are obtained through

minimizing the following cost function:

Therefore the optimal filter coefficients of post-combining MMSE MUD are [45]:

M=SCA(AC HSTSCA+cr 2Ir '. (3.3)

Unlike the Post-combining MMSE detector, the pre-combining MMSE detector selects its

weighting coefficients in order to minimize the mean square of the difference between the

data amplitude product vector h and its estimate. The data amplitude product vector h is

defined as follows [3,49,50]:

h=CAb

and

(3.5)

is its estimation. Therefore, the cost function of the pre-comb ining MMSE MUD can be

written as:

(3.6)

Combining (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) together, the expression for the optimal filter coefficients of

the pre-combining MMSE MUD is given by:

(3.7)
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3.2.3 The LMS-Based MMSE MUD

The received signals are fed into the LMS-MMSE MUD with filter coefficients w k,l (n) , and

the output of the lth branch for the nth symbol is given by:

hl(P) = WHk,!(p)r(p). (3.8)

Either channel fading coefficients c (p) are known or are estimated. The hard decisions of
k.l

the LMS-MMSE MUD are given by:

t; (p) =sign ( tCk/P)Yk,I(P)) , (3.9)

It is not possible to calculate the optimal filter coefficients of the pre-combining MMSE

MUD directly because of its computational complexity. An adaptive filter, based on the

iteratively solving the optimization problem, is used. The most widely used method is the

estimation of the gradient of the error function, which provides the steepest descent on the

MSE error surface [46, 51] . Thus the filter coefficients are updated by:

(3.10)

Where the error ek,! (p) between the desired signal and its estimates is given by:

(3.11)

It should be noted that in the adaptive version of the MMSE MUD, the filter coefficient

could be decomposed into two components: the fixed and adaptive components. This can be

mathematically expressed as (see Fig. 3.2):

w (p)=w +wkJ fUCiI adaptive

where the w fixed component is given by:

w =S T =[0 ST 0 ]T
} IXClI kI pSN +t kJ' s » SN(P - p-I) - TkJ

(3.12)

(3.13)

This gives the fixed spreading sequence for users with the delay r k,l' and performs the

function of the correlators. The adaptive component Xu (p) can be updated as shown in the

following equations:
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Xk .l(p +1)=Xu (p) + /l ek.1(p)r(p)

ek.l (p ) =dk,l(p)- Yk,/(p)
(3.14)

Channel
Estimator

To combiner

M.F
T

sk./

Adaptive
Filter. Xu (p)

1'-- [ ;(~rep) 1 I '" ~

Figure 3.2. One receiver path in the adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD.

The error, ek,l(p) = dk./(p) - Yk'/(P) ' produced by the . difference between the estimate and

training signals, is used to update the filter coefficients. As shown in Fig. 3.2, in pre

combining LMS-MMSE MUDs, the training signals dkJ(n) are the product of the channel

coefficients estimates and data symbols, this is given by:

dk.l(p) =ck.l(p)bk(p) , (3.15)

In this system model, in order to make the analysis of the LMS-MMSE MUD mathematically

tractable, additive white Gaussian noise and the users ' transmit bits are assumed to have the

following properties [46]:

• The users ' transmitted bits are statistically, independent of the previous bits

and the next bits; as shown by:

E[b(p)b H (p -1)] =0, (3.16)
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• The sample vector of the received signals is statistically uncorrelated with

all past bits of the training sequence, as shown by:

(3.17)

(3.18)

• The training sequences are dependent on the corresponding sample vector

and channel information, but statistically uncorrelated with the past

training sequences.

• The mean value of additive white Gaussian noise is zero, and is statistically

independent of the users' transmitted bits, as shown by:

E[n] =0

E[bnH]=O'

3.2.3.1 Convergence Properties of the LMS-Based MMSE MUD

This section gives a brief review of the convergence properties of the LMS-MMSE detector

[51] . The convergence behavior has drawn great interest both in practice and in theory

because it determines the number of reference signals required. Recalling the LMS algorithm

update equation and assuming that I = 1, then I can be dropped off from the update

equation:

W k(p +1)=W k(p) + Ilek(p)r(p) , (3.19)

Define the difference between the computed filter coefficients and the optimal filter

coefficients is given by Awk :

.'lWk(p) =wk(p) - W
OP1

'

then the update equation for LlW k can be written as [46]:

.'lWk(p +1)=(I -llr(p)rH (p)).'lWk(p) .

Now, define:

V =E[r(p)rH(p)].
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Under the condition that !J.wk(p) is independent of r(p) , then the expectation of (3.21)

together with (3.22), gives the expression for the updating equation for !J.w k :

E[!J.wk(p + 1)] =E[I - ~V]E[!J.wk(p)]. (3.23)

(3.24)

It is clearly seen that the step-size parameter is one of the major factors affecting the

convergence speed of the LMS algorithm. If the step-size parameter is chosen to be too

small, then the adaptation is slow, however, the excess MSE will also be small after

adaptation. In contrast , if the step-size parameter is large, then the convergence speed is

relatively fast, at the expense that the excess MSE is large after adaptation. However, when

the LMS algorithm is implemented in the pre-combining MMSE MUD, the step-size

parameter can be set more freely, since the pre-combining MMSE MUD does not require the

tracking of the channel fading coefficients, but has to satisfy the condition described in

(3.24) to ensure that the filter coefficients converge to the optimal solution [46, 52].

2
O <~ <--,

Amax

where Amax is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix V . However, quite often, the step-

size parameter is set as:

~'f.1 =----'---
r " (p)r(p) , (3.25)

where 0 < ~ 1 < 1. The LMS adaptive algorithm with this step-size parameter is also called

the normalized LMS algorithm.

Another important factor that affect the convergence of the LMS-MMSE MUD is the

spreading range of the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix V [53]. I~ the correlation matrix

V is spread widely , this is when the ratio of Amax to Amin is large, the convergence speed of

the LMS algorithm will be slow. In contrast , if the ratio of A to A. is small the step-sizemax mm ,

parameter can be chosen so that the convergence speed of the LMS algorithm can be

relat ively fast.
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3.2.3.2 BER of the LMS-Based MMSE MUD

The performance of the pre-combining MMSE MUD is analyzed in a known channel to

obtain the average bit error probability, based on the characteristic function method

presented in [54]. The output of the filter for the r path and J( h user is given by:

h I (p) == W~I (p)r(p). (3.26)

Therefore, after maximum ratio combining, the decision variable of the pre-combining

MMSE MUD can be written as:

Zk(p) == c7(P)Yk(p), (3.27)

In order to derive the BER expression, the vector Ck (p) for the J( h user is assumed to be a

complex Gaussian vector with zero mean.

Ck (p) == [Ck,l (p),o oo,Ck ,L (p)] ,

and

Yk(p) == [Yk,l(p),...,yK.L (p)] .

Now define [3]:

and

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

then (3.27) can be written by using (3.30) and (3.31), and the decision variables have the

new form [55, 56]:

(3.32)

Since the vector Ck (p) for the J(h user is Gaussian and the output vector of the filter Yk (p)

conditioned on the data symbol bk (p) is also a complex Gaussian random vector, the BER

for user k conditioned on the data symbol, can be written as [55, 56]:

. 2L 2 L A
P(errorlbk(p))==IIl-i-.

j~l j~ l Aj - Aj
A, <0 j~ i
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covariance matrix of the vector v , given by:

} (3.34)

Finally, the bit error probability of the kth user of the pre-combining MMSE MUD in a

fading channel is given by [3]:

1 ~ -I1r = PK -l L. P{error Ib(p)}.
2 b(p)E{-l,IlPK-1

h, =1

(3.35)

To derive the expression for the BER of the adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD, a simpler

approximation would be to assume that the distribution of the J{h user's decision variable has

a gaussian distribution.

According to the Wiener Filter solution, the optimal filter coefficients of the adaptive LMS

MMSE MUD can be written as:

where:

v = E[r(p)rH (p)].

and the correlation function ak for the user of interest is defined as:

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

For the adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD, the relationship between the output signal-to-noise

ration (SNR) and minimum MSE are always satisfied by the following condition [51]:

I-MSE .SNR- mm,k
MSEmin,k

Therefore the expression for the BER of the eh user can be written as:

(
I-MSE . )BERk=Q mm,k .
MSEmin,k

where Q is given by:
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(3.41)

The relationship presented in (3.40) also holds when there is residual inter-symbol

interference (ISI). The minimum MSE that can be achieved by the detector for the J(h user

can be written as:

(3.42)

Equation (3.42) represents the minimum MSE that can be achieved by the J(h user's adaptive

filter, however, when a misadjustment occurs, the total MSE at the output of the J(h user is

given by the following expression [47]:

When infinite training symbols are used, MSE k can be written as follows [46, 51]:

MSEk =MSEmin.k + MSEcxc•k

(

P f..LA. ).=MSEmin•k 1+I I

;= 1 2 - J1A;

(3.43)

(3.44)

Thus the BER expression for the LMS-MMSE detector in a non-fading channel is given by

the following expression:

BER =Q(I-MSEk ) .

MSEk

(3.45)

In a fading channel, the average BER can be calculated under the conditional that the

channel fading coefficients are non-time varying. The average BER under this condition can

be obtained as follows:

(3.46)
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3.3 Finite Precision LMS-MMSE MUD

3.3.1 Introduction

There have been many strategies developed to reduce power consumption over the last

decade, these include reduction of clock speed and data rate, parallelization and pipelining of

operations, differential encoding of data [57, 58], sign-magnitude algorithm and reduction of

voltage. This dissertation looks at the widely used adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD, where the

strategy used for power reduction is to reduce the number of bits used to represent data and

digital filter coefficients in the LMS-MMSE MUD. Reducing the number of bits used to

represent data and coefficients can reduce the complexity of the detectors, and therefore, the

power consumption is reduced. This strategy can be implemented with any hardware

constructions and can also be easily adjusted in real time.

However, reducing the number of bits used to represent data and digital filter coefficients

can degrade the performance of the system. Previous publications have studied the finite

precision effects on the behavior of the LMS adaptive algorithm. However, so far, no work

has been done on performance analysis of the finite precision LMS-MMSE detector, as

measured by the adaptive filter coefficients convergence rate, steady state MSE and BER.

3.3.2 System Model of the Finite Precision LMS-MMSE MUD

The finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD can be viewed as an infinite precision LMS-MMSE

MUD, implemented with separate uniform scalar quantizers in the data and filter coefficient

paths. The detector adapts the coefficients of the LMS-MMSE MUD using the received

signals together with the error signals obtained by subtracting the soft output from the

reference signals. Fig. 3.3 shows the block diagram of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

MUD in the multipath fading channel, with two different quantizers for data and coefficients,

respectively.
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Ck,/ (p) C'k,/(P)
Channel QdEstimator

Zk.tCP) z'
Qd

r'(p) Yk,/(P) y'k,/(P) dk,/(p) b (p)
Adaptive QdFIR Filter

w'k,/(p+1)

o.

wk/(p +1)

e 'k/ (p)

LMS
Algorithm

Figure 3.3 Finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD (one branch).

The unprimed and primed symbols are used to represent quantities of infinite and finite

precision, respectively. Some important notations are also present below:

r(p) =[rep ),...,r(p - N + 1)] : The received signal vector with length N equals to the

number of filter taps.

Yk,/(P) :The output of the filter.

dk,/(p): The reference signal, equal to the product of the estimated channel coefficients

and data symbols.

Zk,/(P) : The decision variable before quantization, which is formed by the product of

the output of the r detector path and the estimated channel coefficients.

wk ,/ (p) : The adaptive coefficient ofa N -taps FIR filter.

Ck,/ (p) : The complex coefficients of the fading channel.
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e
k

,/ (p ) : The error signal produced by the difference between the filter output and the

reference signals.
I

QeI : The quantizer for all the data

Qc : The quantizer for the coefficients.

The value of the input signals of the LMS-MMSE MUD is assumed to have been properly

scaled to lie between -1 and +1. The quantizers Qc and Q" are allocated B; bits plus sign and

Bel bits plus sign, respectively, and will add the complex white quantization noise to both the

data and the coefficients. The noise variance of the quantizer Qc is given by [59]:

(3.47)

and for quantizer Qd:

(3.48)

The above two equations represents the variances of the quantization noise when the quantizers

are allocated B, bits plus sign and Bd bits plus sign, respectively. In each quantization

operation, the quantizer will introduce an additional noise to its input sequences. Therefore,

the quantized values can be looked as the summation of the non-quantized value and

quantization noise, as shown by: .

C'k,/(P)= ck,/(P)+~k'/(P)

r'(p) =rep) + cp(p)

y'k,/(p) = Yk,/ (p) + Kk,/(p)

z'k,/(p) =Z'k/P) + .9k,/(p )

W'k,/ (p) =wk ,/ (opt) + 1'1 k,l (p)

(3.49)

where <Pu(p) , <pep ) , Kk.l(p) and Sk,/(P) are the norse caused by the operation of

quantization of the data Their elements are assumed to be white sequence, and they are

independent of the input signals and each other, with zero mean and variance 0,7. 1'1 k.l (p) is

the zero mean error vector caused by the operation of quantization of the coefficients plus

the rnisadjustment.

As discussed before, the finite precision LMS-MMSE multiuser detector can be considered

as an infinite precision LMS-MMSE multiuser detector implemented with insertion of
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quantizers in the data path and in the filter coefficients path, then the filter update equation in

the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD can be written following the infinite case. Thus, the

coefficients are updated according:

(3.50)

and the error e 'kip) is given by:

(3.51)

One should bare in mind that the reference sequence dk,/(p) is already a quantized value,

because dk ,/ (p) is the product of the quantized estimated channel coefficients c 'k'/ (p) and

estimated data symbols b, (p) , as shown in Fig. 3.3.

The calculation of the inner product, Q,,[W'k/(p)r'(p)], depends on how the quantization

operation is performed [59]. If the quantization operation is performed after the summation

of each individual product, which is:

N- I

Q,,[W'k / (p)r'(p)] =QAI w' (k,//n,p)r'(p -n)],
11 =-0

(3.52)

then the noise added into the inner product i\ ,/ (p) has variance 0,7. Otherwise, if the

quantization has occurred before the summation of each individual product, which is:

N - I

Q,,[W'k/(p)r'(p)] =IQAw' (k .1) (n,p)r '(p - n)].
1/:0

(3.53)

then the noise added into the inner product has variance No ,7 , where N is an integer equal to

the number of detector's taps.

In the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD, the decision variable is formed by the product of the

quantized output of the adaptive filter and the quantized channel fading coefficients, therefore,

the decision variable can be written mathematically as:

L

Z'k(P) =LC'k,/(P)y'k,/(P).
'=1

(3.54)

Then, the hard decision made by the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD according to the hard

decision rule is given by:
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L

bk(p) = signCi,c'k,/(P)y'k/P)),
1=1

(3.55)

3.3.3 Analysis of the Finite Precision LMS-MMSE MUD

The finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is achieved by reducing the wordlength representing

both data and coefficients, and it effectively reduces the power consumption in the digital

signal processor. However, the reduction of the wordlength also degrades the performance of

the detector. The performance of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is typically

characterized by two quantities: the convergence property and the BER. In this section, we

consider the convergence property and performance degradation caused by the effects of

finite precision. The mean coefficient error analysis of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

MUD is considered, weight error covariance and mean square error (MSE) are investigated.

In the analysis of mean coefficients error and MSE, the second-order statistical analysis of

the real-valued finite-precision LMS algorithm under the assumption of a linear white noise

model for the quantization error is performed. Which is referred to as the "standard analysis"

[59]. In the analysis of weight error covariance matrix, the nonlinear technique that is

presented in [63] is used to provide more accurate predictions. However, in [63], Bermudez

and Bershad made the approximation with one less quantizer, since it is not possible to

obtain analytical expressions for expectations of nonlinear functions. Bermudez and Bershad

have proved that the approximation are identical and the transient behaviors are very similar.

Finally, the analysis of the BER of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is presented.

It should be note that when the LMS adaptive algorithm is used in a CDMA detector

consisting of adjustable filter coefficients, the sampling rate may be higher or equal to the

chip rate, corresponding to the fractionally space (FS) LMS-MMSE MUD and chip-space

(CS) LMS-MMSE MUD. In the rest of this chapter, a finite precision chip-space LMS

MMSE MUD will be assumed unless otherwise stated. A more detail presentation of the

fractionally space (FS) finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is presented in chapter 5.

In order to make the analysis of the finite precision LMS -MMSE MUD more tractable, the

following assumptions are made [60]:
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1. The input data vector r(p) is independent, Gaussian and over time,

the covariance of the input vector is given as:
t

(3.56)

2. The quantization errors of both quantizers Q,/ and Qc.are zero mean,

white with variances D,7 and D; .

3. The quantization errors are independent of the input of the

quantizers.

4. The step-size J..L and the number of bits that are allocated to the data

and coefficients by the quantizers satisfies the following conditions:

(3.57)

5. The reference signal formed by the product of the estimated channel

coefficients and data symbols can be expressed as the output of the

adaptive filter when the coefficients are optimal plus an additive, zero

mean noise Ak./(p) , as shown by:

(3.58)

In the following the analysis of the mean coefficient error, filter coefficients error covariance

matrix, the MSE and the BER for the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD are based on these

assumptions.

3.3.3.1 The Mean Coefficients Error (Mean Convergence) of the

Finite Precision LMS-MMSE MUD.

This section investigates the convergence behavior of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

MUD. The convergence behavior is of great interest both in practice and in theory, because it

determines how long it takes to minimize the MSE, and how many reference symbols are

used to train the detector. In [46, 61], the convergence behavior of the infinite precision LMS

algorithm has been analyzed.
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(3.59)

The analysis of the convergence behavior of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD as

shown in this section, starts by recalling the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD update

(3.50) and (3.51) which is given again as:

w'k,/(p + 1)= w'k,/(p) + Qc{~e'k,/(p)r'(p)} .

and

(3.60)

Firstly, consider the update equation (3.59), and let fzkip) represent the difference between

the optimal detector coefficient wkJ(O) and the actual detector coefficient (also see (3.49»:

(3.61)

Inserting (3.61) into (3.59) yields the detector update equation in a different form, which is

given by:

(3.62)

Then, assuming Q,{~e'k.tCp)r'(p)} = /le'k./(p)r'(p) +Rk,/(p) , where Rk./ (p ) is the

quantization noise with zero mean, (3.62) can be written as:

(3.63)

Secondly, for the error equation (3.60), using assumption (5), the error «: f(P) between the

reference signal and the output of the filter can be written in a different form as well, as

shown by:

e'k./(p) =dk,/(p) - QAW'k/ (p)r'(p)]

=W~i (O)r'(p) + A. k,/ (p) - QAW'k/ (p)r'(p)]·
(3.64)

Assuming the computation of the inner product term QAW 'k/ (p)r '(p)] is quantized after

the summation of each individual product, as shown in (3.52), then (3.64) can be rewritten

as:

e\,/ (p) =wk,/ (optir" (p) + A. k,/ (p) - W'k/ (p)r,T(p) + (\,/ (p)

=(W~i (opt) - W'k/ (p»r'T (p) + A.k,/(p) + 0k,/ (p) (3.65)

=-fzk,/ (p)r ,T(p) + A.k,f (p) +0k,/(p)
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Finally, Substituting (3.65) into (3.63) yields:

nk/p +1)=nk,/(p) + 1-l[-llw'k,/(p)r'(p) + A.k/p) + 8k,/(p)]r,T (p) + ek,/(p)

=(I-,ur'(p)r,T (p)) llw'k,/(p) + ,uA.k/p)r,T+ ,u8k/p)r,T (p) + ek/p)
(3.66)

Taking the expectation of (3.66) and using the fact that A.k,/(p) , 0k,/(P) and £k,,(P) are all

of zero mean value yields:

E[n k,/ (p + 1)] = (I-I-l Vr'r ,T)E[ nk,/ (p)] (3.67)

which is the complete expression for the convergence property of the finite precision LMS

MMSE MUD, where V, ,T is defined as:
r r

Vr'r,T = E[r'(p)r,T (p)] (3.68)

As can be seen from the (3.67), if the step size parameter /l satisfies ' the following

condition:

0< (1- I-lVr'r,T ) < 1 (3.69)

then the current coefficients error will always be less than the previous coefficients' error, in

other words, the filter coefficients will converge to the optimal value.

The convergence of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is analogous to the infinite case.

As in the infinite case, the convergence speed is limited by the smallest eigenvalue of Vr'r,T ,

and the excess MSE is mainly determined by the biggest eigenvalue of Vr'r,T [51]. When the

eigenvalues of V , ,T are widely spread, where the smallest eigenvalue is relatively small,
r r

then the (3.69) become:

(1- I-lVr'r,T ) => 1. (3.70)

Therefore, the convergence speed is relatively slow, and the excess MSE is also small. In

contrast, if the eigenvalue of Vr'r'T is not widely spread, then the convergence speed is

relatively fast at the expenses of a larger excess MSE.

The step-size /l is also an important factor that limits the convergence speed of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE MUD. If the step-size is too small, then the convergence speed is slow,
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however the steady-state coefficients are closer to the optimal value. On the other hand, when

the step-size is too large, the convergence speed become faster, but the larger step-size will

causes the adaptation process of the coefficients to be unstable.

3.3.3.2 Mean Coefficients Error Covariance Matrix of the Finite

Precision LMS-MMSE MUD.

Bermudez and Bershad proposed the nonlinear analysis technique [63], and proved that it

gives more accurate predictions. Therefore the analysis in this section is based on the

nonlinear technique that is presented in [63]. In the adaptive detectors, the overall MSE at

any stage of adaptation is given by [62]:

MSE = msemin + mseexcess

=msemin + tr[VM ,I ]

where V and M 'I is defined respectively as:

V = E[r(p)rT (p)]

and

(3.71)

(3.72)

(3.73)

is the coefficients' error covariance matrix. It is clearly seen from (3.71), that in order to

derive the expression for the MSE, the solution of the coefficients error covariance matrix

must be found first.

In [63], the finite precision LMS adaptive filter has been analyzed, In this section, the finite

precision LMS-MMSE is analyzed using the techniques in [63].

The expression for the weight error covariance matrix can be obtained by post-multiplying

the update equation of coefficients' error by its transpose and averaging, this yields the

expression for the coefficients error covariance matrix, given by:

(3.74)

Recalling the update equation of coefficients' error (3.62):
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Substituting (3.75) into (3.74) and averaging on the data, yields:

M fJiJ ( p +' l = E {[hk,l (p) + Qc{Ile 'k ,l(p)r '(p)} ]

[h k,l (p ) + Qc{,ue'k,1 (p )r '(p)) f /nkip)}

(3.75)

(3.76)

(3.77)

Writing the filter coefficient in matrix form, so that the subscript k,l can be dropped off,

and simplifying (3.76) yields:

M r,( p+l ) = M r,( p) + E{Qe{[Il e'(p )]r ,T(p )h(p) / h(p )}

+ E{Qc ([,ue'(p)]r '(p )}/l (p) / h(p )]

+ E[Qc{ [,u2e'2 (p )]r '(p)r ,T (p)} / h(p)]

Recalling from (3.49) that :

r'(p) =rep) +<p (p) , (3.78)

equation (3.77) can be written as:

M fJ(p +l ) =M r,(? ) + E {h(p)Qc([ Ile'(p)]( r(p) +<p (p))T(p) / Ii(p)}

+ E[Qe{ [ ,u~ I(p )](r(p) + rp(p ))}IiT(p) / Ii(p )] (3.79)

+ E[Qe{[,u2e,2 (p )](r(p ) + rp(p ))(r(p ) + rp(p/)} / Ii(p)]

Using the techniques in [63] (see Appendix A) yields the solution of the coefficient' error

covariance matrix:

In the steady state, the following condition is valid:

M h(p+l ) ~ M/i (p ) ,

therefore , from (3.80) and (3.81):

(3.80)

(3.81)

(3.82)

Finally, the solution of the coefficient error covariance for the finite precision LMS-MMSE

MUD is given by:

M = ,uo.2B
n(p ) 2A
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where the variables in (3.83) are defined as follows:

and Ll
c

' the granularity of the quantizers, is given by:

(3.84)

The coefficients' error covariance of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is given above.

If it is assumed that all the quantization error and granularity are zero, then the coefficients'

error covariance of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD becomes:

M = f-L{j,2
n(p) 2 (3.85)

3.3.3.3 The Mean Square Error (MSE) of the Finite Precision LMS

MMSEMUD.

The mean square error (MSE) is the most important performance measure for adaptive

detectors. The total MSE of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is given by:

MSEk =MSEmin,k + MSEexc,k +MSEcxc ,'I . (3.86)

Where MSEcxc,'I is the excess MSE due to the quantization. From Fig. 3.3, the MSE is the

mean square of the difference between the soft output Y'k I (p) and the reference signal

dkip). The soft output of the detector Y\ip) can be written as:
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Using (3.49), Y 'k.l (p) becomes:

y 'k./ ( p ) = [(wTk.l(P) + t/ k.'(p » (r( p ) + !jl(p»] +Tlk.,(P)

=wTk./ ( p )r( p) + w\/(p)rp(p) + t/k.,(p )r (p) + Th ./(P ) '

(3.87)

(3.88)

where 'Ilk./ ( p ) is the quantization noise due to the inner product QAw,Tk./ (p )r'(p)] and has

been defined in Section 3.3.2. The term t/ kip)!jJ (p ) is ignored in (3.88).

Therefore, the total error is now:

e'k./(p ) = dkJ(p) - y 'k.l (P)

=bk(p )(ck,/(p) +4>k,/(p» - [w\ /(p )r (p ) + wTk,/ (p )!jl(p )

+ 1iTk.l(p )r(p) + 17k,/ (p)]
A T

= [bk(p )ck/p) - w k.l (p)r( p )]

+[wTki p )rp(p) + t/ki p )r(p) + bk(p )<I>k .1 (p) +11 k./ (p)]

(3.89)

(3.90)

where the reference signal dk./ (p) is the product of the hard decision of the detector b, (p)

and the estimated channel coefficients ck/ p ) . Squaring both sides of (3.89) and taking the

expectation, using the assumptions made in Section 3.3.2, yields the total MSE of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE MUD:

£[1e 'k,/ (p) 12 ] = £[1 bk(p )Ck.1(p) - wTk,/ (p )r(p) 12 ]

+E[lwT
k./ (p )!jlk,/ (p) + !iTk,/ (p)r(p) + bk(p )<I>k.,(p) + 'Ilu (p ) 1

2
]

It should be note that the first term on the right hand side of (3.90) represents the total MSE of

the infinite precision LMS-MMSE MUD , which is given by:

MSEk =MSEmin•k +MSEerc•k .

and the second term is the excess MSE due to the quantization.

(3.91)

Under the assumption made before, the quantization error !jlk.l(P ) , «.;» , ~k .l (P) and

'Ilk.l (p) are independent of the corresponding input of the quantizers , as well as each other,

so the terms wTk./(p)!jJk./(p ) , t/ kip )r(p) , and 'Ilkip) are independent of each other.
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(3.92)

(3.93)

Therefore, the second term in (3.90), which is the excess MSE due to the quantization, can be

mathematically written as:

E[I g'k.,(P) 1
2

] =E[/ w\,(p)<p(p) 1
2

] + E[/ t/k.,(p)r(p) 1
2

]

+ E[/ i,(P)~k ., (p) 1
2

] + E[I '7k,/(p) 1
2

]

The MSE of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is analyzed when the coefficients

adaptation is in steady state, so it is assumed that the step-size I.l. is below the upper bound so

that the adaptive processing is convergent. In the steady state, the first term on the right hand

side of (3.92) has the solution [64]:

E[/ WT
k., (p )<p(p) 1

2
] = E[/ WTk,/(p) 1

2 ]8,7

=(I w k,/ (opt) 12 +~ Jl *msemin *N)t5,7 .

with <pep) representing the quantization noise of input signal r(p) , hence, (3.93) clearly

shows how the quantization noise of the input signal affects the total MSE at the output of the

adaptive filter.

The third term of (3.92) E[I i,(p)~kip)1
2

] is the additional noise in the total MSE due to

the quantization of the channel coefficient:

(3.94)

The last term in (3.92), denotes the quantization error due to the computation of the inner

product QAW,T k,/ (p)r '(p)], and is always present whether or not the filter coefficients are

in steady-state. It has the variance N8,~ , where N is an integer representing the number of

taps of the adaptive detector.

The second term in (3.92) can be written in a different form:

E[/ liTk,/(p)r(p) f ]=E{Ii kip)Ii\,(p) I r(p) 1
2 1.

In the steady state, from (3.74), the above equation can be approximated to:

E[lli
T
k,/(p)r(p)1

2 ] = E{M t,(I') I r (p ) 12 }

= tr(M t,(I')V )
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where M is the coefficients' error covariance matrix that is given in the previous section
"( p) . .

(see (3.83)).

The excess MSE due to the quantization operation in the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD

now be written as:

Therefore, the total steady-state MSE of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is:

MSEk =MSEmin.k +MSEcxc.k + MSEcxc.1J

=MSE . k+MSE k + (I wk(CO) 12 +..!. fl *msemin *N +1+ N)fJ t~nun, exc , • 2

+ tr(M,,(p )V)

(3.98)

(3.99)

where MSEmin.k is the optimal MSE of the Wiener filter for the known channel, and

MSEcxccss.k is the excess MSE due to misadjustment, the steady-state value of M,,( p) is given

by (3.83) . From (3.99), the operation of quantization indeed degrades the performance of the

MSE by the two quantization noise terms 0 (~ and 0: . In the latter part of this chapter, it will

be shown from results that the degradation in the performance is caused mainly from the

quantization of the coefficients. However, the implementation of the finite precision LMS

MMES MUD has the advantage of reducing the power consumption, therefore, in the next

chapter, the relationship between the degradation of the performance and the power

consumption in finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD will be investigated.

3.3.3.4 Bit Error Rate (BER) Analysis of the Finite Precision LMS

MMSEMUD.

In this section, the BER performance of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is analyzed,

taking into account the quantized bit size of both the detector coefficients and data. In this
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section, the BER is analyzed by finding out the ratio between the power E and noise

variance a in the decision variable of the detector. The BER of the detector can therefore be

written as:

BER == Q(SNR).

The received signal of the detector is:

r == SCAb +0 .

(3.100)

(3.101)

The quantized received signal r' passes through the adaptive filter with quantized filter

coefficients W'k,l(p), for which the optimal coefficients is (see chapter 3):

then the output is:

Yk,l(P)== w,Tk,l(p)r' .

(3.102)

(3.103)

From Fig. 3.3, the decision variable of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD for all the paths

can be written as:

Z 'k" (p) = Q,I [Zk'! (p)]

=Q" [e'k.! (p)Y'k.! (p)]

=Q" {e'k'! (p )Q,,[W'T k,! (p)r '])

In Section 3.3.2, the following relations have been defined (see 3.49):

C'k,! (p) == Ck.1(p) +$k'/(p)

r'(p) == r(p) + ({Jk,/ (p)

Y 'k,/ (p) == hi (p) + r.. (p)

Z'k,/(P) == Z'k,/(P)+ 9k,/(p )

W'k,l(P) == wk,/opt) + nk,l(p)

(3.104)

(3.105)

Therefore, in steady state, the decision variable for the eh user and the l'h path of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE MUD denoted by z 'k " (p) can be mathematically written as (on

condition that b == 1):
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Z 'k,f (p) =ck./ (p)(SCA)w
Tk.l(op t ) +ck.l(p )nwT k.! (opt)

+ ck.l(p )(SCA)llk.l (p) + ck,f (p )nt/ k.!(p)

+ ck./ (p )<pk.!(p )wT
k.l (opt) + ck,f (p)<p k.l (p )hT

k.l(p)

+ ck.l(p)Kk./ (p) + (SCA)wTk./ (OPt)~k.tCP) + ~k,f (p)nwTk,f (opt ) .

+ rPk .l(p )(SCA)t/k.l (p) + rPk,f (p )nh
T

k.l (p)

+ rPk,f (p )qJk,f (p )w
T
k.l(opt) + rPk.l (p )qJk./ (p )t/k.l(p)

+ rPk,f (p)Kk.l(p) + 9k,f (p).

(3.106)

In (3.106), the second to last tenus all consist of noises tenus, and n , h kJ (p), <P k.l (p) ,

Kk./ (p ) , ~k.tCP) and Sk.tCP) are zero mean, independent of each other, and also

independent of the correspondin g input, hence all the tenus in (3.106) are uncorrelated with

each other.

Therefore, the mean value of the decision variable is given by the following expression:

z 'kip) =E[Z'kip) [b =1]

=ckip)SCAwkiopt) ,

and the expression for noise variance of the decision variable is given by the following:

o ~. = E[(Z'kJ(P) - Z'kJ(p ))21b = 1].

From appendix B, the noise variance of the decision variable has the solution:

oz2, = ckip)CTkip){M,,(p) [(SCA)(SCAf l +0,; +o}]

+wk./ (Opt )WTkJ(Opt)[o,; +0,:] +o,: }

+ M ,,(p) [o} (SCA)(SCAf l + 0,:0,; + o,:o}]

+o,: {wk.l(Opt )wTk,/ (opt)[(SCA)(SCAf l + o} + o,;] + O,: }

+0 2

"

(3.107)

(3.108)

(3.109)

Thus the signal-to-interference ratio of the decision variable is given by the following

expression:

(3.110)

Finally, the expression for the bit error rate of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is

given by the follow ing:
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(3.111)

(3.112)

3.4 Slowdown Phenomenon

In [59, 65, 66], it was shown that the finite precision LMS adaptive algorithm suffers from a

potentially hazardous condition, in which the coefficient update will slowdown. The

slowdown was believed to occur when the argument of the coefficient update quantizer in

the equation fell into the quantizer's dead zone. Mathematically, this can be expressed as

IRe{fl e'k/ (p )r 'k/(p)}1 < L\c ., , 2

This slowdown phenomenon of the finite precision LMS adaptive algorithm certainly affects

the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD too, since the coefficients update in the finite

precision LMS-MMSE MUD is achieved by the LMS algorithm. For most practical case, in

order to avoid the slowdown phenomenon, more bits should be allocated to coefficients than

to the data [65, 66], this is also applicable to the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD.

3.5 Results

The following results investigated the performance of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

MUD, and the effects of reducing the wordlength that represent both the data and the

coefficients. The simulation results are used to confirm the analysis results and techniques

used. The performance of the infinite precision LMS-MMSE is also shown alongside the

performance curves showing the effects of the quantization. The effects of the quantization

of data and coefficients are also shown respectively.
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3.5.1 Mean Filter Coefficients Error Covariance Matrix of the Finite

Precision LMS-MMSE MUD.

In this simulation, an investigation is carried out into the effects of the finite precision on the

mean coefficients error covariance. The step-size parameter u is set to u = 0.03. The

transmitted signal has:

The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) has variance:

E[lnI
2
] = 8; =10-8

The optimal filter coefficients are given by:

(3.113)

(3.114)

(3.115)

In this simulation, the detector is given 7000 iterations to converge. Fig. 3.4 shows the

effects on the mean coefficients error covariance matrix, when the wordlength 8 bits to 16

bits . From this result, the relationship between the coefficients error covariance matrix of the

finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD and the wordlength, can be found .
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Figure 3.4. The Coefficients Error Covariance Matrix of the Finite Precision LMS

MMSE MUD with the Different Wordlength of Bits.

Fig. 3.4 shows the coefficients error covariance matrix of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

MUD, versus the different wordlength of data and coefficients. The analytical recursive curve

of the covariance matrix is calculated from (3.80), and the analysis results and techniques are

verified by comparison with the simulation results. In this simulation, more bits are assigned to

the coefficients than to the data, in order to prevent the slowdown phenomenon, and the

wordlength is varied from 8 to 16. It is clearly seen that the coefficients error covariance matrix

of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is inversely proportional to the wordlength. Also, the

analysis results match the simulation results.
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3.5.2 Steady-state, Mean Square Error Analysis of the Finite

Precision LMS-MMSE MUD.

TIle MSE is the major performance measurement of the adaptive detector. In this section, the

steady-state MSE is calculated using (3.99). It should be noted that when the MSE reaches

its steady-state, it becomes a constant value over time. The results of the MSE of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE MUD with different numbers of bits used to represent the data and

coefficients, is given in Fig. 3.5. The slowdown phenomenon is assumed to not occur in

order to investigate the effects of the finite precision of data and coefficients respectively.

Fig. 3.6 shows the analysis results of steady-state MSE versus different wordlength of

coefficients when the wordlength of data are fixed. In contrast, the analysis results of steady

state MSE versus different wordlength of data is given in Fig. 3.7 when the length of

coefficients are fixed.
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Figure 3.5. The mean square error of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD with

different length of bits.
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Figure 3.7 The steady-state mean square error with different length of data when the

length of the coefficients are fixed.

Fig. 3.5 shows that the MSE of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD become worse as the

number of bits used to represent the data and coefficients are reduced. The more the number

of bits assigned to the data and coefficients, the smaller the MSE obtained. Therefore, from

Fig. 3.5, it can be seen that, like the coefficients error covariance, the MSE of the finite
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precision LMS-MMSE MUD is inversely proportional to the wordlength of the data and

coefficients. In other words, the finite precision implementation degrades the performance of

the detector.

In Fig. 3.6, the steady-state MSE performance is investigated when the length of data is fixed

to 12 bits. It is clearly seen that as the wordlength of the coefficients increases form 10 to

14, the MSE decreased rapid ly from 3.5e-05 to 1.7e-07. However, in contrast, from Fig. 3.7,

when the wordlength of the coefficients is fixed to 12, and the wordlength of the data is

increased from 10 to 14, the MSE performance is just slightly changed. In the analysis result

that shown in Fig. 3.8, the total wordlength is fixed to 28 bits, with different wordlengths

assigned to the data and coefficients. In the upper curve, although the wordlength of the data is

greater than that in the lower curve, the steady-state MSE performance is still worse than that

seen for the lower curve, because the wordlength of the coefficients in the upper curve are less

than it in the lower curve. Therefore, it can be seen that the wordlength of the coefficients plays

a major role in the MSE performance.
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Figure 3.8 The steady-state MSE with the Different bits allocation.
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(3.116)

3.5.3 The Bit Error Rate of the Finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD.

The section gives the BER results for the Finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD in both a 3

paths fading channel and non-fading channel. The analysis results are computed by:

BER =Q{SNR}

= Q{Z'k~~p)2 } .

z '

The important parameters that are involved in this simulation are given as:

Parameter Value

Number of user 3

No of chips 31

No of paths 3(fading channel))

Step-size 0.03

Symbol rate 16kbits/s

Table 3.1. The parameters that are involved in the simulation.
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Fig. 3.9 shows the BER of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD in a 3 path fading channel

with 3 users. As the wordlength increases, the BER performance becomes better, The BER

of the infinite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is also presented in Fig. 3.9 to emphasize the

effects of the finite precision implementation of the data and coefficients. Furthermore

allowing all the non-zero fading coefficients to equal one, results in the BER of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE MUD in a non-fading channel, shown in Fig. 3.10.

3.6 Summary

The low power implementation of the DS-CMDA receiver has become an increasingly

important aspect in wireless communication system. This chapter presented a low power

design technique based on the adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD, which is the finite precision

LMS-MMSE MUD, together with the analysis of this detector. The results of analysis are

verified by simulation results

In Section 3.2, a brief overview of the adaptive LMS-MMSE MUD is presented. When the

detector is implemented in the multipath fading channel, the MMSE MUD can be divided into

two categories: pre-combining and post-combining MMSE MUD. The post-combining MUD

depends on the channel coefficients of all users and the reference signals have to be adapted

as the channel changes, therefore, it has severe tracking problems in a fast fading channel.

The pre-combining MMSE MUD assumes that the channel fading coefficients are either

known or estimated, and so it only depends on the average channel profiles of the users,

therefore, the adaptive implementation of the pre-combining MMSE MUD has significant

advantages over that of the post-combining MMSE MUD.

Section 3.3 first presents the system model of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD. The

finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD can be viewed as an infinite precision LMS-MMSE MUD,

implemented with separate uniform scalar quantizers in the data path, and in the filter

coefficient path. This obviously degrades the performance of the detector, therefore, in this

chapter, the finite precision effects in the mean weight error, mean weight error covariance, the

MSE and the BER of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD are presented. Finally, the

analysis results are presented together with the simulation results.
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Reducing the wordlength of bits can reduce the complexity of the detector, resulting in a

reduction in power consumption. However through the analysis results, it i~ easily to seen

that reducing the bits can also cause a degradation of the performance. Therefore, there is a

tradeoff between the power consumption and performance. In the next chapter, the power

consumption in the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is presented, furthermore, the

optimal bit allocation is also presented through the relationship between the power

consumption and the degradation of the performance.
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Chapter 4
The Power Consumption in the Finite Precision

LMS-MMSE MUD.

4.1 Introduction

Power consumption in the DS-CDMA system has been one of the most important

considerations in both system design and implementation. In order to support wireless

multimedia services, all CDMA-based systems for third generation systems have a large

bandwidth and a high data rate. Therefore, power consumed by the digital signal processor

(DSP) increases, because the CDMA receivers have to operate at a higher speed in order to

satisfy the requirements of the large spread bandwidth and the high data rate, and this high

power consumption leads to lower system capacity.

There have been many digital design strategies to reduce power consumption. Oliver Yuk

[67] proposed the technique of using adaptive iteration with variable supply voltage to

reduce the power consumption in a turbo code decoder as well as a technique [57] using

transformation to reduce power consumption in CDMA receivers. Other design strategies

include sign-magnitude arithmetic; reduction of the data rate, and differential encoding of

data [57].

Chapter 3 has introduced another technique, that is, the finite precision implementation of

the LMS-MMSE MUD, and the performance degradation by the finite precision effects in

LMS-MMSE MUD also have been analyzed in chapter 3. In this chapter, the reduction of the

power consumption in LMS-MMSE MUD due to finite precision effects is investigated, and

the tradeoffs between the performances versus power consumption are also presented.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the derivation of the

power consumption in the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD. The results of the power

consumption and power consumption versus performance are presented in Section 4.3.

Finally Section 4.4 concludes of this chapter.

4.2 Power Consumption in the Finite Precision LMS-

MMSEMUD

This chapter focuses on the power consumption per filter update in the finite precision LMS

MME MUD. The total power consumption per update of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

Ml.)D is determined by the power dissipation of the shift, add, multiply and memory store

operation [69]. This depends on the specific circuit implementation of the FIR filter and control

circuitry. In this chapter, the power is considered consumed by the operations ofadd, multiply.

Assume that the filter coefficients of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD will be updated

per Nu bit iterations, where

O<Nu < P . (4.1)

and P is the total number of symbols transmitted by each user, as defined in chapter 2. The

value of N u depends on the channel 's condition, so if the channel condition is changing

quickly, the coefficients may be updated every bit iteration. In the rest of the chapter, we

assume N u=1 (i.e. the filter coefficients are updated per bit iteration).

Firstly, the analysis considered the power consumption by the adaptive filter . Recalling the

filter coefficients update formula of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD:

W'k.l (p +1)=W'k,l(P) + Q,{/le'k,1 (p)r'(p)} , (4.2)

and

(4.3)

It can be seen that in (4.3), the computation of the inner product QAW'k/ (p )r'(p)] requires

N complex multiplications of Bd+1 times, and N -1 complex addition of Bd +1 times [60].
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The calculation of the error term e\ .t (p) needs a complex addition of Bd +1. Next,

substituting the e'kJ(p ) into (4.2), and multiply by r'(p) requiresN complex

multiplications of B" +1 times. The addition with W 'u (p) requires N complex additions of

B, +1 times. Secondly, the channel estimator will requires N complex multiplications of

B" +1 times and N -1 complex addition of B" +1 times. Finally, the calculation of the

decision variable z' kip) = c' kJ(p)Y' kJ (p) requires complex multiplications of Bd +1 times

and complex additions of B, +1 times . Therefore, in terms of multiplicat ions and additions,

there are (3N + l)(Bd + 1) complex multiplications, 2N(Bd + 1) complex additions, and

N(Bc + 1) complex additions per bit iteration.

In the real implementation of LMS-MMSE MUD, there are (12N + 4) multiplications of

Bd + 1 bits , 8N additions of Bd +1 bits , and 4N additions of B, + 1 bits per bit iteration. In

the each multiplication of B" +1 bits, the multipliers need three table lookups and one

Bel addition. So in the filter coefficients update equation, we have 36N +12 table lookups,

12N + 4 additions of Bd bits, 8N additions of Bd + 1 bits, 4N additions of Be +1 bits. In

terms of addition, each addition of B bits requires B-1 full adders and one half adders, each

full adder use 6 logic gates, each half adder use 2 logic gates.

Therefore in the real operation of filter update of the finite precision LMS -MMSE MUD,

totally we need 36N +12 table lookups per bit iteration, and

24[Bel (5N + 1)+ NBe+ 9N +1]logic gates per bit iteration. Assume A represents the power

consumption per table lookup per bit, and ill is the power consumption per logic gate [60].

Then the total power consumption per bit iteration can be written as:

P; = {24[Bd(5N + 1)+ NBe +9N + l]}ro + (36N + 12)B}1o . (4.4)

Equation (4.4) shows the relationship between the power consumption and the wordlength of

both the data and coefficients, that is, the power consumption decreases when the wordlength

is decreased. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, the performance is degraded

when the wordlength is decreased. Therefore, in the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD, low

power consumption implementation takes place at the expense of the performance, There is a

need for tradeoffs between the power consumption and performance when implementing the

finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD, which is shown in the results of the next section.
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I

4.3 Results of Power Consumption versus Performance for

the Finite Precision LMS- MMSE MUD

The power consumption of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD has been investigated,

and it has been show that the power consumption is linear with the number of bits used to

represent the data and coefficients. Let the power consumption per table lookup per

bit A=O.8mW , and the power consumption per logic gatero =5mW. The next two results

show how the number of bits that represent the data and coefficients will effect the power

consumption respectively.
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Figure 4.1 The total power consumption versus wordlength of the coefficients when the

wordlength of the Data is Fixed (Bt!=10).
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Figure 4.2, The total power consumption versus wordlength of data when the

wordlength of the coefficients is fixed (B; =10).

In Fig. 4.1, the power consumption of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD is investigated

when the wordlength of data is fixed to 10 bits, and the wordlength of the coefficients are

varied from 6 bits to 16 bits. The power consumption is only slightly varies around 7Watt .

In contrast, Fig. 4.2 shows the power consumption of this detector when the wordlength of

coefficients are fixed to 10 bits and the wordlength of the data is varied from 6 bits to 16

bits. In this situation, the total power consumption varies from 4.5Watt to 1O.8Watt. By

comparing the two results, it is easy to conclude that in the finite precision LMS-MMSE

MUD, the wordlength of the data is decisive in determining the power consumptions.

As discussed in chapter 3, the reduction of power consumption takes place at the expense of

the performance. Fig. 4.3 examines the relationship between power consumption and the

MSE performance. The power consumption is investigated when the woldlength is varied

from 6-16. We use equation (4.5) to calculate the MSE (see chapter 3). Fig. 4.3 shows the

relationship between the power consumption and the steady-state MSE performance.

MSEk = MSEmin,k + MSEcxc,k +MSEcxc."

1
= MSEmin.k + MSEcxc.k + (I wkiO) 12 +"2f..l *msemin*N + 1+ N)O,7 (4.5)

+tr(Mt'(PlV )
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Figure 4.3. The power consumption versus the steady-state MSE performance

It is clearly to been seen that the power consumption is proportional to the performance, The

better the MSE performance achieved, the more power is consumed, there is a need for the

optimal bit allocation to provide the best performance as well as limit power consumption.

Again using equations (4.4) and (4.5), and the total power consumption in equation (4.4) is

constant, it is possible to find the optimal bit allocation of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

detector, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 The steady-state MSE versus the ration of B, / Bd under the power

constrained.
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The results shown in Fig. 4.4 are obtained when the total power consumption is constrained

to 6.5Watt and 8Watt. Different values are assigned to Bd and B; under those constraint

power consumptions, then the MSE is calculated using (4.5). When the power consumption

is 8Watt , the performance is better than that when the power consumption is 6.5Watt . This

once again verified the inversely proportional relationship between the power consumption

and MSE. Obviously, from the graph, when the wordlength of the coefficient is less than that

of data (i.e. the ratio<l), the MSE performance is always worse than when the ratio>1. In

other words, in order to achieve better performance, more bits should always be assigned to

the coefficients than to the data, and the best MSE performance is achieved when the ratio of

s, /s, is approximately 1.6.

4.4 Summary

This chapter investigated the relationship between the total power consumption and the

performance of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD. In section 4.1, a review is presented

of the different techniques for the reduction of power consumption in the digital circuit.

Section 4.2 presents a derivation of the expression for the total power consumption in the

finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD. The results for Power consumption in the finite

precision LMS-MMSE MUD, power consumption versus performance and the optimal bit

allocation are presented in section 4.3.

Through the study of this chapter, a more general conclusion is that, in the finite precision

LMS-MMSE MUD, most power is consumed by the processing of the data. In

implementations of the finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD, it is optimal to allocate more bits

to the coefficients than to the data, and this can also prevents the slowdown phenomenon

that is introduced in the previous chapter.
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Chapter 5

The Convergence Analysis of the Finite Precision FS

LMS-MMSE MUD.

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, the Finite precision LMS-MMSE MUD with sampling rate equal to chip rate is

introduced, and its performance is analyzed. This chapter looks at the convergence analysis

of the finite precision LMS-MMSE detector where the sampling rate is higher than the chip

rate. This detector is called the finite precision fractionally spaced (FS) LMS -MMSE MUD .

In brief, this chapter consists of: Section 5.2 is an introduction to the FS-LMS-MMSE MUD.

The system model of the finite precision FS-MMSE MUD is presented in Section 5.3, while

the Section 5.4 presents the analysis of this detector. The results are shown in Section 5.5.

Finally, Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.

5.2 The Fractionally Spaced LMS-MMSE Detector

Multiuser detection, especially in the context of the CDMA system, is now established and

has become a very popular field of research. A detector that is robust against multiuse

interference, by indirect or direct reduction of such interference, is desirable and leads

directly to an increase in the system capacity [1].
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It should be noted that for all the multiuser detectors discussed in the previous chapters

where the sampling rate is equal to the chip rate, the detectors are referred to as "chip spaced

(CS) detectors ', and are optimal only if the detector is preceded by a filter matched to the

channel distorted transmitted pulse [51]. However, when the channel characteristics are

unknown, the detector CaIIDot compensate for the channel distortion, therefore, the CS

detectors become very sensitive to the choice of the sampling rate.

In contrast to the CS detector, the fractionally space (FS) detector has been developed, where

the sampling rate is higher than the chip rate. Let the sampling rate of the FS detector be

1'" /M , T, has been defined before as the chip rate. M is a positive integer, normally

M =2, so that the sampling rate of the FS detector is T, / 2 . The FS detector has the

advantage when compared with the CS detector, in that aliasing of the sampled signal is

minimized. Another advantage is that the FS detector is less sensitive than the CS detector to

the choice of sampling rate.

In the FS-LMS-MMSE detector, the detector coefficients are selected so as to minimize the

MSE by the LMS adaptive algorithm, this optimization leads the filter coefficients to its

optimal value:

(5.1)

where V is the covariance matrix of the input data:

(5.2)

and a is the vector of the cross correlations of the transmitted data and corresponding input

data:

a=E[br]. (5.3)

It can be seen that these equations have exactly the same form as those for the CS detector,
however there are some subtle differences. In the FS detector, some of the eigenvalues of the

covariance matrix are nearly zero [62]. Long et al [71, 72] have made an attempt to exploit

this property in the coefficients adjustment to reduce the excess mean square error.

The sampling rate of the FS-LMS-MMSE detector is T, / M , which is much higher than the

chip rate because M is defined as a positive integer. However, all the estimations of the
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detector bk (p ) of the transmitted data bk (p) are computed at the symbol rate. Therefore,

the detector coefficients must be adjusted at the symbol rate. A possible way to adjust the

coefficients at the symbol rate , as well as increase the convergence speed, is investigated by

Ling (1987 ). In this situation, it is necessary to perform the intersymbol interpolation at the

receiver, so that a reference signal, from which the error signal is formed, is generated [73].

The focus of this chapter is on the convergence analysis of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

tap-weight, when the received signal is sampled at a rate much higher than the chip rate. The

results will show that in the FS-LMS-MMSE detector, the convergence performance is better

if the initial filter coefficients lie in the signal subspace than that when the initial coefficients

lie in the noise subspace.

5.3 The Signal Model of the Finite Precision FS-LMS

MMSE Detector

Once again the received signal can be expressed as (all the notation has been described in

chapter 2):

r=SCAB+n , (5.4)

In the adapt ive FS-LMS-MMSE receiver, the baseband received signal rep) is sampled at

the sampling rate i s:

Is =T,JM. (5.5)

The sampled received signal is then fed into the adaptive filter , with the optimal filter

coefficients (see (3.7) :

(5.6)

Then the output of the adaptive filter is sampled at the end of each symbol interval and fed

into the decision device that yields the hard decisions.
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It should be noted that in the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector in practice, the

additive noise process is no longer white, therefore, additive noise cannot be modeled as

white when the received signal is sampled at a rate much higher than the chip-rate and the

over-sampled signal cannot be directly split into the noise and signal subspaces.

In order to avoid this problem, the assumption is made that the matched filter has a

magnitude response that is non-zero inside the range - (1 / 2Tc ) < f < (1 / 2Tc ), and zero

outside this range . This assumption ensures that the oversampling of the output of the chip

matched filter is equivalent to sampling the chip-matched filter at the chip-rate, followed by

interpolation. Fig. 5.1 is a block diagram of the fractionally spaced detector signal model

[74 , 75].

Zero
Matched ----. Padding

f----+ _Low Pass
----+Filter Expander Filter

1;, /M

"------------ -------_/---v-
Interpolation

Figure 5.1 Block diagram of the fractionally spaced detector.

As discussed in pervious chapters, the eigenvalue of the input correlation matrix is a major

factor affecting the convergence performance of the adaptive detector:' For a finite precision

LMS-MMSE detector, the correlation matrix of the input is:

Vr'(FS ) = E[rFS '(p)rFS ,H (p)], (5.7)

where r '(p) represents the quantized detector input as defined in chapter 3. By using the fact

that all the quantization noise terms have zero mean and are independent of each other and

the corresponding input, together with the assumption that:

then (5.7) can be written as:

rFS '(p) =rFS (p) +<p (p) ,
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Vr' (FS ) = E[rFS'(p)rFS,H(p)]

=E[(rFS(p) + <j>(p ))(rFS(p) +<j> (p ))H.J

= E[rFS(p)rF/ (p)] + E[rFS(p)rpH (p)] + E[rp(p)rF/ (p)] + E[rp(p)rpH (p)] (5.9)

=V(FS)+J(~

Therefore, it be seen from (5.9), the input data correlation matrix of the finite precision FS

LMS-MMSE detector Vr'(FS) equal to the input data correlation matrix of the infinite

precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector V(FS) plus quantization noise. In the case of the chip-

spaced LMS-MMSE (CS-LMS-MMSE) detector, the solution of the input data correlation

matrix V is easier to derive, because in the CS case, the noise term at the output of the chip

matched filter will be uncorrelated, therefore the noise term n(p) will have a covariance

matrix o ,~I (see chapter 2). The covariance matrix V for CS case can be written as:

(5.10)

However, for the FS case, since the noise term is no longer white, the derivat ion of the V(FS)

become more complicate.

As can be seen from Fig. 5.1, the received signal is fed into a zero padding expander, where

the expander adds zeros between consecutive pairs of input samples. Defining the length

Nexp coefficients of the expander as FM' When M =2, the length- N
exp

coefficients of the

expander FM can be written as [75]:

100

000

FM = . . . 0 1 0

000

o 0 1

Then, it is able to write the output of the expander Y
exp

is [74]:
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Y -F rexp - M , (5.12)

Yexp is a vector of expander outputs. It should be noted that FM can be infinite dimension if

Nexp goes to infinte.

The output of the expander is passed through an ideallowpass filter (LPF), which has a ideal

magnitude response [76]:

1r 1r
-- <OJ <-

M M,
otherwise .

(5.13)

The resulting output of the lowpass filter, which is the input signal to the adaptive filter in

the FS multiuser detector, is:

rFS =SMYexp

= SMFMr '
(5.14)

where SM is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix. It is clear seen from (5.14), that the input signal of

the adaptive filter in the FS detector r FS and the input signal of the adaptive filter in the CS

detector r are different by a factor SMFM . This factor represents the function of the

interpolation. In the rest of the chapter, the function of the interpolation will be denoted by

DM ·

Multiplying (5.14) by its transpose and taking the expectation on the product, yields the

correlation matrix of r FS ' given by:

V(FS) =E[rFSrFSH]

=E[DurrHDuH] .

=D RD HU r M

It should be noted that V is Hermitian, and can be expressed as:

v=rArH
,

(5.15)

(5.16)

where r is a unitary matrix of normalized eigenvectors and A is the diagonal matrix of the

associated eigenvalues. Therefore, (5.15) can be rewritten as:
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(5.17 )

In order to derive the complete solution of the correlation matrix V(FS)' the following two

theories are introduced [74]:

1. Theory: If two vectors Cl and c2 are orthogonal (i.e ., c~ c2 = c~Cl = 0 ), then

after interpolating, the result IS also orthogonal (i.e.

Proof: assume that the n th element of Cl and c2 be Cl and c 2 ' respectively,

using Parseval 's theo ry [15] and the orthogonali ty of C l and c2 ' yields:

= -2
1

[C; (e
jw)C2(ejW)

dw ,
Jr - ;r

=0

(5.18)

where C](e
jW

) and C2(e
jW)

are the Fourier transforms of c,(n) and c,(n),

respectively. Likewise, the Fourier transforms of DMc
1

and DMc2
is:

DMc] = S(ejW)C](ejMW)

DM c2 = S( ejW)C
2(ejMw)

Therefore, by using Parseval ' s theory once again:

(DMc,t(DMcJ = 2~ L IS(ejW)(C;(ejW)C2(ejMW)dw

M 2
1,11

=- [ C'(ejMw)C (ejMW )dw
2Jr ;rI M ' 2

=2
M I"C;(ejW)C,(ej"' )dw

Jr ;r -

=0

(5.19)

(5.20)

2. Theory: If the ideal LPF S(efto ) has the magnitude response given in (5.13),
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Proof: again using the Parseval's theory:

(5.21)

In (5.16), the columns of r are orthogonal and have unit norm because they are the

normalized eigenvalues of a Hennitiam matrix. Therefore, by applying theory 1, after

interpolation, the columns of DMr are also orthogonal.

Theory 2 reveals that the squared norm of each column of DM r is M . If the X is selected

to be orthogonal to DMr, and satisfy:

XHX==I, (5.22)

then the unitary transform of the correlation matrix of the input signal of the adaptive filter in

the FS-LMS-MMSE detector is given by the following expression:

(5.23)

(5.24)

Equation (5.23) represents the correlation over-sample matrix of the FS-LMS-MMSE

detector. Substituting (5.23) into (5.9) yields the input correlation matrix of the finite

precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector:

V, == [M-(IIZ)D rx][MA O][M-(]/Z)rHDZ] +8 Z
r (FS) MOO X H d •

Expression (5.24) applies to the received signal vector r spanning all symbols transmitted.

However, in practical implementation, the received signal vector is processed in windows,

therefore, only an approximate relation can be obtained, given by [71]:

(5.25)
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where Du 1S the symmetric Toeplitz matrix , representing the interpolation with finite

dimensions.

In order to distinguish the filter coefficient of the FS detector from the filter coefficients of

the CS detector, the notation q is defined to represent the filter coefficients of the FS

detector. Therefore, the coefficients update equation of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE

may now be approximately written as:

(5.26)

where :

(5.27)

5.4 The Analysis of the Finite Precision FS-LMS-MMSE

Detector

TIle analysis of the fmite precision LMS-MMSE detector is presented in chapter 3 when the

sampling rate is equal to the chip rate. This section presents the analysis of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE detector when the sampling rate is higher than the chip rate. The

analysis includes the mean coefficients convergence behavior, the steady status coefficients

error covariance, and the steady state mean square error.

5.4.1 An Analysis of Mean Coefficients Convergence

Behavior the Finite Precision FS-LMS-MMSE

Detector

As done in the chapter 3, it can be shown that the mean of the difference between the

coefficients computed using the LMS adaptive algorithm and their optimal value, is given by

the following equation (see chapter 3):

(5.28)
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Substituting (5.24) into (5.28), yields the complete recursive for the mean filter coefficients

error of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector:

Equation (5.29) can be simplified to [74]:

E[f>q'kJ(P +1)] =M -1i5M r (1 - ~MA)"+I r" i5~f>q 'k,/(p)

+ xx"f>q'k,/(p) +O,7tJ.q'kJ(P)

(5.29)

(5.30)

The matrix of the eigenvectors r can be written as a sum of two orthogonal matrices, which

are the signal subspace (denoted by E s) and the noise subspace (denoted by En) matrices,

respectively. Therefore, splitting the matrix r into the signal subspace E s and the noise

subspace En' and assuming that the vector tJ.q'k ,1 was initially in the signal subspace,

(5.30) becomes:

E[tJ.q'k,/(p +1)]= M -1i5MEs(1- ~MAs - ~(),~SI)"+I EsH i5~tJ.q'k .;(P)

+ XX
H

tJ.q 'k,/(p) +o}tJ.q 'kip)

Where matrix As is defined as:

(5.31)

(5.32)

From (5.30) and (5.31), the following conclusion about the convergence of the finite

precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector can be made:

• If P ~ 00, and 11- ~M(AkJ +(),~)I < 1 , then the limit of equation (5.30) as P

approaches infinity is:

(5.33)

where AkJ is the k
tll

user's I" path's element of the matrix Vr.'(FS )' The zero

eigenvalues of Vr'(FS) do not affect the convergence speed of the finite

precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector.
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• For the MSE of the adaptive filter to converge to it's minimum value, b.qk,l(p)
I

should be in the subspace spanned by X.

• The eigenvalues of Vr'(FS) is M times the eigenvalues of matrix Vr • This can

be shown as:

tr(Vr '(FS») = Mtr(V) . (5.34)

5.4.2 An Analysis of Mean Coefficients Error Covariance of

the Finite Precision FS-LMS-MMSE Detector

The coefficient update equation of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector is given by

(5.26) . Post-multiplying (5.26) and averaging on the data, yields the mean coefficients error

covariance of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector, which is denoted by M ';'q' ( P) :

M ",,(p+, ) =E {[b.q'kip) + Qc{lle'kJ(P)r'FS(p) }]

[b.q\ip) + Qc {.ue'kJ (p)r'FS(p)}Y / /).q'(p)}'
(5.35)

Following the same procedure as in chapter 3, (5.35) can be rewritten as the following

expression:

M ""t'CP+') = M "",, (p ) + E [Aq '(p )Qe{[lle'(p)](rFS(p) +cp(p)f (p )/ /).q r(p)}

+ E[Qe{[,ue'(p )](rFS(p) + rp(p))}/).q ,T (p)/ /).q '(p)]

+ E[Qe{[,u2e'2(p )](rFS(p) + rp(p))(rFS(p) + rp(pf)}/ /).q r(p)]

(5.36)

Finally, the solution of the detector coefficients error covariance matrix- of the finite

precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector is (chapter 3):

It should be noted that in steady state, the following condition is valid:

M&]'(P+l) ~ M&],(p) ,
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Therefore the solution of the coefficient error eovariance for the finite precision FS-LMS

MMSE detector is given by:

(5.39)

where the notations A and B are as defined in chapter 3. Assuming all the quantization error

and granularity are zero, the mean coefficients error covariance of the finite precision FS

LMS-MMSE detector can written as follows:

(5.40)

5.4.3 An Analysis of Mean Square Error of the Finite

Precision FS-LMS-MMSE Detector

In the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector, the MSE is the mean square of the

difference between the soft output y 'u (p) and the reference signal dk./p). The soft output

of the detector Y 'kip) can be written as:

Assuming:

q 'k'/(P) =qk.t(P) + tl k'/(P)

r'FS(p) = rFS(p)+<p(p)

c tu (p) =Cu (p) + rPu (p)

(5.41)

(5.42)

where tlk,l(p), ~kip) and <p(p), as defined in chapter 3, are the quantization noise terms

due to the quantization of data and coefficients, respectively. Then (5.41) becomes:

y \ ./p) = [(qTk,I (p) + hTk.l(p»(rFS (p) + <P (p))] + 'lk,l (p)

_ T () () T T' (5.43)-q k.t P rFS P +q k.l (P)rp(p ) + /i k.t(p )rFS(p ) + 1Jk,/ (p )

where TJ kip) is the quantization noise due to the inner product Qd[q 'Tk.l (p)Ytow '(p)]. The

term tzTkip)<P(p) is ignored in (5.43). Therefore, the total error now is:
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e\/p) = dk,/(p) - Y'k/P)

=bk(p )(ck,/(p) +~kJ(p)) - [q\/(p )rFS(p) + qTk,[(p)q>(p)

+ t/k,/(P)rFS(p) + 'h,/(P)]

=[bk(p )ck/p) - qTkip )rFS(p)]

+[qTk,/ (p )tp(p) + t/k,/(P)rFS(p) + i, (p )~k'/(P)+ Th,/ (p)]

(5.44)

where the reference signal d
k

,/ (p) is the product of the hard decision of the detector b, (p)

and the estimated channel coefficients C'k,/(P) . Squaring both sides of (5.44), and taking the

expectation whilst using the fact that all the quantization noise are zero mean, yields the total

MSE of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE MUD:

E[i e\/p) 1
2

] = E[i bk(p )Ck,/ (p) - qTkip)rFS(p) 1
2

]

+E[ lqT kJ (p)q>kJ (p) + hT k,/ (p )rFS(p) + i,(p~k'/(P)+T]k,[ (p )1 2
] (5.45)

It should be noted that the first term at the right hand side of (5.45) represents the total MSE of

the infinite precision FS-LMS-MMSE MUD [56], and the second term is the excess MSE due

to the quantization.

Under the assumptions made before, the quantization errors <Pk,l(P) , tzTk,l(p) ~kip) and

T] k,l (p) all have zero mean and are independent of the corresponding input of the quantizers,

and each other. So the terms w\/ (p)<pkip), t/kip)r(p) , and 'Ilkip) are independent of

each other. Therefore, the second term in (5.45), which is the excess MSE due to the

quantization , can be mathematically written as:

E[I g 'k,l(P) 1

2
] =E[I q\/ (p)q> (p) 1

2
] + E[i t/k,/(P)rFS(p) 1

2]

+E[I bk (p )(A./(p) 1
2

] + E[11h,l (p) 12 ]

(5.46)

The MSE of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector is analyzed when the coefficients

adaptation is in steady state, the first term on the right hand side of (5.46) has the solution (see

chapter 3):

E[I qTk,/ (p)q> (p) 1
2

] = E[I qTk,/ (p) 1
2 ]8 ';

I .
=(I qk,l(Opt)12 +2 J1 *msemin *N)5,;

(5.47)

TIle third term, E[I i, (p)$ k / (p ) 1
2

] of (5.46) is the additional noise in the total MSE due to, ,

the quantization of the channel coefficient:
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the last term in (5.46) has the solution:

E[lllk J(P) 1

2
] = No ,7 ·

TIle second term in (5.46) can be written in a different form:

(5.48)

(5.49)

In steady state, the above equation can be written as::

£[1nT
kJ(p ) rFS( p ) 1

2
] = s{M AtI'( I') I rFS(p ) 1

2
1

= tr(M AtI'(I' )V (FS»)

where M At( I' ) is the coefficients error covariance matrix, it is given in (5.39).

(5.51)

Now we can write the excess MSE due to the quantization in the finite precision FS-LMS

MMSE MUD with two quantizers from (5.47), (5.48), (5.49) and (5.51):

MSEcxc,Ij =E[Ig \J (p) 1
2

]

(IqkJ(0) 1
2+11.l *mSemin *N + 1+N)8 ,~ + tr(M AtI'(I' )V (FS») (5.52)

where M~Ij'( p ) and V (FS) are given by (5.39) and (5.23) respectively. Therefore, the total MSE

at the output ofthe [mite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector can be expressed as:

MSEk =MSEmin,k + MSEcxc,k + MSEcxc,1j

1
=MSEmin,k + MSEcxc,k + (IqkJ(0) 1

2 +2"fl *msemin*N + 1+ N)o,~

flOE

2
BV(FS)

+ tr( )
2A
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5.5 Results

In this section, the results of the MSE performance and convergence behavior of the finite

precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector are presented. The simulation runs 5000 iterations to

allow the coefficient to converge, and asynchronous systems are used with each user

transmitting over a single-path non-fading channel, and all other parameters are identical

with those in chapter 3.
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r
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UJ
en
:E
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3000 4000 5000

Figure 5.2. The mean square error of the finite precision FS-LMS -MMSE MUD with

the different wordlength of bits.

The results of the MSE performance of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector are

shown in Fig. 5.3. Once again, the results show that the performance of the detector is

degraded as the wordlengths of the data and coefficients decrease, this is identical to the case

of the infinite precision CS-LMS-MMSE detector. However, after comparing the above

results with those presented in chapter 3, it is clearly seen that the finite precision FS-LMS-
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MMSE detector provides superior performance to that of the finite precision CS-LMS

MMSE detector.

The following results show the convergence behavior of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE

detector when the initial detector coefficients are initialized into the signal sub-space and

when they are randomly initialized. The wordlength of the data and coefficients are set as 10

and 12 respectively. The LMS adaptive algorithm runs 5000 iterations. It can be seen that

when the intial coefficients are initialized into the signal sub-space, the convergence speed of

the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector is faster than that of the detector where the

intial coefficients are randomly selected.
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I

- Simulation-Signal I!
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I
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Figure 5.3. The convergence behav ior of the finite precis ion FS-LMS-MMSE detector

when the initial detector coefficients are initialized into the signal sub-space and when

they are randomly initialized.

5.6 Summary

The chapter analyzed the convergence and performance of the finite precision FS-LMS

MMSE detector. The general conclusion of this chapter is that the finite precision FS-LMS

MMSE detector can achieve better performance than the finite precision CS-LMS-MMSE
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detector. Also, when the initial coefficients are initialized into the signal sub-space, the

convergence speed of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector is faster than the

convergence speed of the detector that is initialized randomly.
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Chapter 6

6.1 Summary

Summarv and Conclusion

Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusion

This thesis considered low power implementation of CDMA receivers, with special focus on

the adaptive MMSE detector. The finite precision implementation of the LMS-MMSE

multiuser detector is analysed. Its performance and power consumption have been analyzed,

and a tradeoff between performance and power consumption of the finite precision LMS

MMSE detector is presented. Chapter 1, which is a briefly introduction of DS-CDMA

systems, summarized the thesis layout, motivation and original contribution.

Chapter 2 presents a review of DS-CDMA multiuser detectors. The signal model that is used

for DS-CDMA systems was presented, followed by the descriptions of the conventional

detector and optimal multiuser detector. Then a family of suboptimal mutliuser detectors in

both non-fading and fading channels was reviewed. Those detectors were divided into two

classes: linear multiuser detectors and non-linear multiuser detectors. Linear multiuser

detectors include the decorrelating detector, the minimum mean square error detector and the

polynomial expansion detector. Nonlinear multiuser detectors, which were reviewed in this

chapter, are the successive interference cancellation detector, the parallel interference

cancellation detector and the decision feedback detector. The adaptive implementation of the

multiuser detectors are also presented in this chapter, and the reviews of two most widely

used adaptive algorithms, the least mean square algorithm and the recursive least squares

algorithm, are also presented.

Chapter 3 focused on the finite precision effects in the LMS-MMSE adaptive multiuser

detector. Firstly, the adaptive LMS-MMSE multiuser detector is presented with sampling

rate equals to chip rate. Following this, a system model of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

multiuser detector was proposed, which is the modified LMS-MMSE multiuser detector with

insertion of quantizers into both the data and the coefficients path. The performance of this
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Chapter 6 Summary and Conclusion

detector was analyzed, including the mean coefficients convergence, mean coefficients error

covariance, mean square error and bit error rate. The analysis results were presented and

verified by the simulation results. The results showed how the finite wordlength affect the

mean coefficients error covariance, mean square error and bit error rate, respectively. From

the results, it can be seen that the finite wordlength degrade the performance of the detector,

the less the wordlength assigned to the data and the coefficients, the poor the performance

achieved by the finite precision LMS-MMSE detector. The results also showed that in the

finite precision LMS-MMSE multiuse detector, the wordlength of the coefficients plays a

major role in determining the performance of the detector.

Chapter 4 investigated the power consumption of the finite precision LMS-MME multiuser

detector. The expression of total power consumption was derived and showed that the power

consumption is linear with the wordlength. Through the results presented in this chapter, the

following conclusions were made: 1) In the finite precision LMS-MMSE multiuser detector,

the wordlength of the data is decisive in determining the power consumptions. 2) The

performance is proportional to the power consumption. 3) In the implementation of the finite

precision LMS-MMSE detector, in order to achieve better performance, more bits should

always be assigned to the coefficients than to the data.

Chapter 5 presented the finite precision fractionally spaced (FS) LMS-MMSE multiuser

detector, in which the sampling rate is higher than the chip rate. The system model of the

finite precision FS-MMSE MUD is presented. Then the performance of this detector is

analyzed. The results showed that the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector provides

superior performance to that of the finite precision CS-LMS-MMSE detector, in addition to

this, when the intial coefficients are initialized into the signal sub-space, the convergence

speed of the finite precision FS-LMS-MMSE detector is faster than that of the detector

where the intial coefficients are randomly selected.

6.2 Conclusions

Multiuser detectors are currently being researched further, in order to develop a system that

can provide good performance as well as low cost. This has drawn more and more attention

from researchers and holds much promise for improving the DS-CDMA system and capacity,

the research to commercialize multiuser detectors is expecting in the future while DS-
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CDMA systems are more widely deployed. In this thesis, the LMS-MMSE multiuser

detector implemented with finite wordlength was proposed. The performance and power

consumption of the detector due to the finite wordlenth affect have been investigated. The

performance measurements used in this thesis includes:

• Mean coefficients convergence.

• Mean coefficients error covariance.

• Mean square error.

• Bit error rate.

From the analysis, the following conclusions were made. 1) The finite wordlength

implementation degrades the performance, however, it greatly reduces the power

consumption, and performance is proportional to power consumption. 2) In the finite

precision LMS-MMSE multiuser detector, the wordlength of the data and coefficients are

decisive in determining power consumption and performance. From 1) and 2), it can be seen

that there is a need to find the optimal bits combination of the finite precision LMS-MMSE

multiuser detector. The thesis showed that the optimal bits combination is that the ratio of

B, to Bd approximate to 1.6.

6.3 Future Works

The further works in low power implementation of CDMA receivers may involve following

aspects:

• Performance analysis of the multiuser detectors with the software radio when the

finite wordlength effects are present.

• Implement and analyze the lattice based multiuser detectors in the presence of

quantization error.

41 The comparison of different low power implementation strategies for CDMA

systems.
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